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1. Introduction 

The Regional Committee at its twenty-third session in Agana, Guam, 
in 1972 selected the above topic for the technical discussion to be held 
in conjunction with the twenty-fourth session of the Regional Committee 
to meet in Wellington, New Zealand, 1973. 

In document WPR/RC24/TD6, issued on 15 June 1973, the purpose of 
the discussion was defined as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

Tb consider the role of the hospital in the provision of 
medical care (inpatient, outpatient and domiciliary) as 
a teaching, training and research centre; in its relation 
to the public health services; as a centre for health 
promotion; and to examine the various methods of financing 
hospital-based medical care. 

Tb suggest ways and means by which there may be a more 
effective and efficient functioning of the hospital 
system in terms of service and of cost. 

It was suggested that participants familiarize themselves with the 
situation in their country or territory on such subjects as: 

The Government's broad policy with respect to 
the provision of hospital-based medical care 

The nature and function of the hospital-based 
medical care system and its relation to other 
providers of health care 

The existing administrative, financial and legal 
mechanisms which govern the functioning of the 
hospi tal system 
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Manpower resources of the various categories of staff, 
including needs for training 

Planning for the future development of the hospital
based medical care system within a national health 
plan if the latter exists. 

It was advised that comments and suggestions would be requested 
from participants as a further basis for discussion with a view to 
adding to the pool of information already available and to providing 
further insights into the subject under discussion. 

2. Working Papers 

Three working papers were prepared: 

(1) The Limitations of the Hospital as the Centre of 
Medical Services by C.W. Dixon,M.D., F.R.A.C.P., D.P.H., 
Professor of Preventive and Social Medicine, University 
of Otago Medical School, Dunedin, New Zealand. 

(2) The Role of the Hospital in the Community and the 
Financing of Hospital-Based Medical Care by 
B.M. Kleczkowski, M.D., D.P.H., Medical Officer, 
Division of Strengthening of Health Services, World 
Health Organization Headquarters, Geneva. 

(3) Hospital Services in the Western Pacific Region by 
G.M. Emery, M.D., D.P.H., Regional Adviser in Strengthening 
of Health Services, WHO Regional Office for the Western 
Pacific. 

These papers were distributed in advance. They are attac~ed 
as A~nexes I, II and III respectively. 

In Professor Dixon's working paper he traced the evolution of the 
modern concept of the hospital and doctor of first contact in deYeloped 
countries. Problems ariSing from the situation were outlined and 
solutions presented for discussion. 

Dr Kleczkowski's paper was prepared with the aim of giving a 
general introduction to the topics selected for discussion through a 
brief review of problems considered, of development of concepts and 
of possible ways of practical solutions. 

Dr Emery's paper compared and contrasted hospital services and 
hospital systems in fifteen countries and territories of the Western 
Pacific Region in terms of differing theoretical concepts and definitions 
of the role and function of the hospital. WHO's present and future 
degree of assistance in the hospital field was outlined. 
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According to resolution WPR/RCll.Rll adopted by the Regional 
Committee at its eleventh session, the Chairman of the Technical 
Discussions, Professor C.W. Dixon, had been selected by the Regional 
Director in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee. 

Discussions were held in both plenary and group sessions. Details 
of the programme are appended as Annex IV. Annex V lists the Chairmen 
and Rapporteurs of group sessions and participants. 

Annex VI contains a list of nine points distributed to the parti
cipants to stimulate discussion. 

3.2 First Plenary Session 

The first plenary session on the afternoon of Friday 31 August was 
opened by the Chairman, Professor C. W. Dixon, at 2:30 p.m. 

Initial remarks were confined to eXplaining the nature of the 
discussions and the procedures to be followed. 

In his opening address, Professor Dixon presented concepts that 
the role of the hospital is declining and primary care services increasing 
in importance so that ultimately they should assume the dominant role in 
determination of need. The aura of hospitals has been created by 
training doctors and nurses almost exclusively in them and the traditional 
training of medical students has made them, as doctors, dependant on 
complex and expensive hospital based resources to the neglect of history 
and observation as diagnostic techniques. Professor Dixon raised the 
question "Has the hospital become a monster in our midst devouring an 
undue proportion of manpower and financial resources?". 

Professor Dixon further stated that the subject was so wide that 
he was sure groups would have a great deal to occupy their time. He 
hoped members of groups would bring forward any topic they wished, bearing 
in mind that the subject was the role of the Hospital in the Community, 
and his interpretation of this was the inter-relationship between 
hospital-based services and other medical and health services and the 
financing of these, - rather than the details of hospital administration 
other than how they help or hinder efficient total health services. 

The Chairman then called upon Dr Kleczkowski and Dr Emery to highlight 
salient points of their working papers. Each did so. Professor Dixon 
then presented aspects of his paper which he expected would stimulate 
discussion. A further paper in English submitted by Dr J.B.·Duarte 
Pinheira, Director-General of Health and welfare, Ministry of Overseas, 
Lisbon, was distributed. 

Following an explanation by the Secretary of further procedures 
and facilities for the Technical Discussions, which included the avail
ability of reference material, the Chairman closed the First Plenary 
Session. 
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3.3 Summary of Group Discussions 

Group discussions were held from 3.30-5.00p.m. on Friday 
31 August, from 9.00-10.30a.m. and 11.00-12.00 on Saturday, 1 September. 
The Chairman and Rapporteur of each group prepared a draft report which 
was submitted to and discussed with the Chairman and the Secretariat of 
the Technical Discussions who then summarised the material presented as 
follows. 

3.3.1 Definitions of a Hospital 

Although there was much discussion of this and some confusion 
over different categories of hospital it clearly emerged that most 
delegates felt that a hospital was primarily a specialized diagnostic 
and treatment facility. There is variation depending on the socio-

. -~olitical and economic differences between countries. 

Although the boundary between this facility, as provided in doctor 
staffed health centres with domiciliary care, might be no different 
from some types of facility provided in small general hospitals, the 
characteristic of most hospitals and particularly the larger ones, was 
the specialization of diagnostic and treatment facilities of such 
complexity as to be exceedingly large consumers of money and personnel. 
It is particularly in this latter context that the financing of hospitals 
was discussed. 

3.3.2 Hospital Finance 

It was almost unanimous that hospital services should be provide(Imo~or 
almost wholly from taxation or universal compulsory insurance as only 
in this manner would reasonably uniform good quality care be available 
to all citizens in a country. It was also felt that only in this way 
with considerable central or regional control could adequate planning 
of hospital services be undertaken although it was recognized that up 
to now this was by no means guaranteed. 

3.3.3 Community Involvement 

The general opinion was that the community should be more involved 
in the management of its health services and this could be achieved by 
oonsumer committees or by total mobilization of the whole community to 
take active interest in the health services. However doubts were expressed 
as to the ability of many people to be very constructive without specific 
health education in the efficient utilization of such services. Whilst 
the public can appreciate the relevance of primary care procedures, more 
complicated and expensive facilities require technical evaluation and 
advice. This should identify the real!function of primary care in the 
community, secondary care in the general hospital and " tertiary care in 
the specialized departments of larger hospitals. It is important that the 
public understands that medical care is "good" when it is sufficient at the 
primary, secondary or tertiary points of delivery and that hospital care 
is not necessarily the best for all situations. 

Medic~l care is, "good'" when it is satisfactorily carried out by 
an, app:opr~ately tra~ned person with appropriate facilities"- appropriate 
be~ng ~n relation to the disease or condition and the availabil~ty of 
personnel. .. 
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T~e public should also understand the principle of the screening 
of pat1ents, where appropriate, by the primary care contact whether by 
doctor, bare-foot doctor, nurse or medical assistant and referral to 
general or ~pec~a~ist hospital depending on the need of the patient 
and the ava11ab111ty of the facilities appropriate for the medical 
condition. 

3.3.~ Regiona11zation 

Regionalization was strongly supported, particularly the principle that 
a region should have a major hospital with all practicable special 
departments and frequently with an attached medical school. It was 
felt that although hospitals shuuld be financed from taxation and 
therefore be central government controlled in this respect, considerable 
regional autonomy should be encouraged. In this way if there were 
sufficient representatives from community care services (general practice 
etc.) as the critical users of hospital services, the development and 
scope of these services could be more effectively controlled. The 
total amount of money available for medical care within the region 
could then be more efficiently allotted between hospitals and primary 
care services. 

).).0 The Role of the Hospital in Preventive and Social Medicine 

It was generally agreed, but regretted, that medical and nursing 
staff in the more specialized hospitals or departments other than 
obstetrics, tuberculosis etc had little time for preventive and social 
medicine and they also rarely had any training. Although it was felt 
that the major responsibility for this field would rest with primary 
care teams every encouragement, including training, should be given to 
all members of the health services to make them aware of the importance 
of the preventive and social aspects of medical care. 

3.3.1 The Inter-relationship of Services 

The following diagram attempts to explain the inter-relation of 
different aspects of medical care including hospitals of the two broad 
types. 

Service A - specialist staffed hospitals - universal in developed 
countries and becoming universal in developing countries are the main 
consumers of money and manpower in the health service and their 
extension and development ~ be effectively controlled if the 
financing of health services is not to break down. Such control 
must be founded on scientific evaluation of the work done. 

Service B. Small general hospitals are common in small population 
areas (e.g., Pacific Islands) and frequently combine primary medical 
care. There is a danger in the desire to "upgrade" these hospitals 
by introducing specialist trained doctors to replace the generalists 
at present running them, that overhead costs will rise due to unnecessary 
use of x-ray, laboratory and other diagnostic aids by clinicians untrained 
in general practice. 
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Service C. The doctor directed health centre with nursing,medico-socio 
worker and increasingly sophisticated diagnostic and treatment facilities 
can relieve the hospital of much patient investigation and even medical 
treatment. This development is causing greatly increased interest in 
the specialty of primary medical care in the career choice of young 
graduates in medicine. This in itself can reduce the pressure for 
extending specialty hospitals to accommodate the,up to now,increasing 
number of specialists produced by our medical schools. This is the 
ideal situation for the provision of comprehensive primary care. 

3ervice D. The health centre, staffed only by auxiliary staff, has 
usually concentrated on preventive medicine and health education and 
its curative services have been so unsophisticated that with only a 
slight increase in the general education of the population, these 
centres are liable to be by-passed by the public who seek secondary 
or tertiary stage facilities without medical need and without referral 
from the primary stage service. It is felt that this type of health 
centre should be gradually changed into a doctor directed centre to 
provide more comprehensive medical care which, besides being necessary 
for the community, can also playa significant part in l"educing the 
need for hospital beds. 

Country type 

developed - usual '" 

,/' 
developing - sometimes, 

increasing 

developed - rare 

developing - common 

developed - ~ommon,~ 
~ncreas~ng ...... 

developing - rare /' 

developed - rare 

> developing - common 

.service type 

A 

'specialist' staffe 
hospital 

doctor (specialist) 
directed 

'general' hospital 

generalist medical 
staff 

'Health Centre' 
Family physician 

doctor directed 

bealth Centro 

Auxiliary medical 
taff J 

/' 
"-

,,/ 

" 

" 

Coverage 

Curative -

preventive - nil 
(except obstetrics 
and tuberculosis etc.) 

Curative 
(may include primary 

care) 

some preventive 

Curative 
increasing in scope 
and sophistication 

Preventive 
(increasing) 

Curative 
(unsophisticated) 

Preventive 
mainly 

1 

2 , . 

4 

5 

6 

7 

C 
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The second plenary session was held on Monday 3 September from 
a.m. to 10.30 a.m. and 11.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon. 

The Chairman opened the meeting by submitting the draft report 
oj the Technical Discussions which had been made available to 
participants on the evening of Sunday, 2 September. 

A paragraph by paragraph review of the draft summary of group 
flJ ,;cuGsions and each of the draft conclusions now took place. There 
W~" lively and pertinent comment from many participants which led to 
Ilmendment of the draft of the preceding section and to the final 
~011~1~sions and General Recommendation below. 

Participants completed the Evaluation (~uestionnaire. The findir,:gs 
;Jr'" attached as Annex VII. 

The Chairman then closed the second plenary session. 

). Conclusions 

An often recurring difficulty which arose during group discussion 
w'"s one of communication, not because of any language barrier between 
nationalities, but as a result of a lack of clear definition of such 
:li.pR.rently simple words as, for example, "hospital" and "community". 
It has therefore been difficult to obtain complete unanimity in 
creGenting some of the conclusions which follow. 

(1) Participants were unanimous in one conclusion, namely that the 
topic under discussion has been timely, of importance and should 
be further considered by continuing examination, operational 
evaluation and comparison within anyone country and between 
countries, in order that systems to meet national and 
international needs may be developed. 

(2) The hospital must not be isolated but should be an integral 
part Qf the total health services. Hospital services should 
be freely available to all and provided mainly from taxation. 

(3) The hospital should be primarily an institution for the 
provision of diagnostic and therapeutic services which are 
inappropriate in the domiciliary environment. 

(4) The efficiency and effectiveness of all stages of medical care is 
ereatly enhanced by screening (selective referral) particularly 
when the purpose of this is fully understood by a cooperative 
public. 

(5) The specialist staffs of the hospital with some exceptions have 
up to now had a limited role in preventive and social medicine. 
Despite the problems involved, an attempt should be made to 
increase their participation in these fields. 

(6) Regionalization, with greater participation of primary care 
personnel, is strongly supported. This could provide more 
realistic basic data for determining hospital facilities and 
also the administrative framework for more equitable deployment 
of financial and manpower resources between hospitals and 
primary care services. 
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(7) Recognition of the worldwide change in attitude of young medical 
graduates to careers in primary medical care is most important 
in opening the way to more effective comprehensive care (curative, 
rehabilitiative, preventive) in health centres and in patients' 
homes so reducing the need for hospital beds. 

(q) The transfer of as large a part of medical care as is feasible 
from the hospital to the patient's home environment provides 
economic advantages in the saving of patient's time and hospital 
costs. 

(9) The participants requested that the Regional Director draw the 
attention of the governments of Member States to these technical 
discussions and their conclusions by such means as he considers 
most appropriate. 

J. • 
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ANNEX I 

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE HOSPITAL AS THE CENTRE 
OF MEDICAL SERVICESl 

by 

C.W. Dixon 
M.D., F.R.A.C.P., D.P.H. 

Professor of Preventive and Social Medicine 
University of Otago Medical School 

Dunedin, New Zealand 

lBackground document for reference use at the Technioal 
Disoussions on "The Role of the Hospital in the Community and the 
Financing of Hospital-Based Medioal Care" (document WPRjRC24jTD1). 
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1. Medioal oare was originally provided in the oommunity 
by the family, the wise man of the village, the apothecary, and 
then the dootor or general practitioner. Medioal eduoation a 
hundred and fifty years ago was based on apprenticeship to a 
community doctor. 

2. The hospital provided a plaoe for these same doctors 
to treat patients who required nursing oare 'or oould otherwise 
not be treated at home. The ability to do without hospital 
admission has been demonstrated by the oomplex surgery which has 
been done in the homes of the wealthy and the nobility until 
quite reoent times. 

3. With the oonsiderable emphasis on the spectacular, and 
particularly the life-saving role of modern surgery, even in 
developing countries with a very small number of doctors, it was 
logioal to place the doctor in hospital even if he was on his own, 
so that such treatment could be given. The vast mass of other 
sickness of much greater socioeconomic importance was untreated 
by doctors and preventive measures were left mainly in the hands 
of auxiliaries. 

4. As the number of doctors increased, administrators 
were torn between deploying them in impossibly large districts 
or of withdrawing them to hospital bases to allow more hospital
type medical oare to be provided. With improvement in transport 
by air and by better roads, the argument was strengthened, and 
when the hospital was situated in a major town there would be 
pressure from the more educated oitizens for sophisticated speoialty 
services, all requiring more and more doctors. 

5. In developed countries the hospital has for fifty years 
been a prestige symbol in the provision of medical care, so much so 
that in many countries general practice has been the inferior 
service, not attractive to medioal students, and even in oountries 
where dootors had access to treat their own patients in hospital, 
hospital care has increased in utilization as well as total cost, 
as it paid the doctor to treat his patient in hospital rather than 
at home. In developed countries much more than half the medical 
profession might be said to praotice largely related to hospital 
provision, and in some specialty branoh, and in some oountries 
only a small proportion of doators aan be said to be able general 
practitioners. 

__ -- I 
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6. WHO has given strong support to the hospital being 
made the oentre for medical services, and in developing countries 
with a severe shortage of doctors, this is the best arrangement, 
but it soon develops so that a disproportionate amount of health 
servioe finance is spent on hospital oare. With a rise in the 
standard of living of the population there is further rapid 
esoalation of the oost of running hospitals, mainly non-dootor 
labour. In some oountries the high costs and the reluotance to 
inorease the wages of nurses and others, means that hospital 
beds are empty beoause of the lack of supporting staff. 

7. A further problem in developed countries is the more 
efficient use of hospital beds if good general practitioner and 
supporting servioes are available, allowing the patient to be in 
hospital for a very short time. This rapid turnover of patients 
further emphasizes the brief episodic nature of hospital care in 
the life of the ordinary person, and the greater importance from 
the socio-eoonomic point of view of good community medical care. 

8. Whereas there has been some thought towards making 
hospitals the repository of patients records, often these beoome 
a series of unrelated incidents in the patient's life, whereas 
they are nearly always part of an epidemiological oontinuum if 
we take the trouble to examine a patient's complete medical 
history in this light. 

9. In developing countries a health centre is often a 
primary care aid-post without a doctor, in some it has a doctor 
who provides primary medical oare with assistanoe from others, 
whilst in some oountries the health centre is mainly, if not 
exolusively, conoerned with preventive services, maternity and 
child welfare, eto. In developed oountries the need for a 
different type of health oentre is inoreasingly apparent, with 
dootors, nurses and social workers working as a team, and with 
good facilities for diagnosis and treatment, inoluding laboratory 
and X-ray facilities, unless a suitable hospital is not contiguous 
with the health centre. With the development of suitable record 
systems, the health centres serving a town could be the repository 
for the records of all persons living in the town, and include the 
hospi tal records. When a patient goes to hospital the whole of the 
patient's notes would go to the ward whenever he is admitted. The 
faot that a hospital serving say, a hundred thousand people, would 
have to deal with possibly ten health centres at the most, rather 
than fifty individual doc'tors, each with quite different systems of 
maintaining records, makes the arrangement practicable. Modern 
oommunioations systems would also allow the preparation of patients 
for admission, advanoed warning of booking, and it is possible to 
develop other procedures dependent on good two-way oommunication 
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between the hospital and health centre, which would result in 
considerable saving in wasted beds, wasted surgeons time, 
operating theatre bookings, delay in discharging patients. 

10. The development of a regional health authority whose 
function is to satisfy itself that all necessary medical services 
within a geographical area, are provided by someone not necessarily 
by the authority itself, although it may be the major provider 
of hospital care, is one attempt to produce coordination of all 
types of medical service. This authority would be advised by a 
medical services committee with strong representation from the 
senior doctors from the health centres of the area. In representing 
the initiator of hospital care, as well as the main provider of 
after-care, having closer contact with consumers, the dootors from 
the health centres should be in the best position to give advice 
on how hospital services should be organised of a quality and 
quantity to suit the pattern of medical care provided by the 
health centre. 

11. In other words, the peripheral, continuous, relatively 
cheap component of medical care of major socioeconomic importance, 
the health centre, should mainly determine the type' and extent of 
the central episodic, very expensive minor socio-economic oaaponent 
of medical care located in the hospital. 
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ANNEX II 

THE ROLE OF THE HOSPITAL IN THE COMMUNITY 1 
AND THE FINANCING OF HOSPITAL-BASED MEDICAL CARE 

by 

B.M. Kleczkowski, M.D., D.P.H. 
Medical Officer 

Division of Strengthening of Health Services 
World Health Organization Headquarters, Geneva 

Background document for reference use at the Technical Discussions 
on "The Role of the Hospital in the Community and the Financing of Hospital
Based Medical Care" (document WPR/RC24/l'D2). 
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The proposed terms of reference for the Technioal Discussions in 
1973 have been summarized as follows: 

" To consider the role of the hospital in the provision of medical 
care, inpatient, outpatient and domiciliary; as a teaching, training and 
research aotivity; in its relation to public health services; 

••• To examine the various methods of financing hospital-based 
medical oare; 

••• To suggest ways and means by whioh there may be a more effective 
and efficient functioning of the hospital system in terms of service and 
of oosts." 

The above proposal implies essentially two groups of problems to be 
reviewed and possibly answered during the discussions: 

(i) problems of a mainly strategic character regarding the 
role played by and methods of financing hospital services 
within the broader context of a community health care 
system; 

(ii) problems of a mainly operational (tactical) charaoter 
related to efficient funotioning of the hospital-based 
medioal oare delivery. 

It is implioitly assumed that both groups of problems are closely 
inter-related, though often, for practical oonvenience, separately disoussed. 
On a broader international scale, both groups of problems have constituted 
the key subjeot of oonoeptual deliberations for at least two decades. 
However, due to different reasons, a significant gap can still be noticed 
between the promising ooncepts whioh have been agreed upon and advocated 
in the world forum and their practical implioation in partioular oountries. 
There seems to be a common feeling that more remains to be done in this 
field in all parts of the world, inoluding the Western Pacific Region. 

The attempted aim of this paper is to give the general introduotion 
to the topios selected for disoussion through a brief review of problems 
oonsidered, of development of ooncepts and of possible ways of practical 
solutions. More specific aspeots, especially those directly related to 
the situation in the Western Pacific Region, will be covered by other 
working papers and the discussions themselves. 
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2.1 Pressures for change 

2. THE ROLE OF THE HOSPITAL 

It is increasingly recognized allover the world that medical care, 
as one of the main components of every national health system, should 
~ake available to the individual, and thereby to the whole community, all 
necessary facilities for the prevention of disease, the restoration of 
health and alleviation of disability. The extent of medical services 
still varies from country to country, according to local concepts and 
conditions, but usually it includes hospital and other types of insti
tutional care, ambulatory care, domiciliary care and medical rehabilitation. 

The whole body of medical service organization in any given country is 
a part of the social and administrative structure of the country concerned, 
and the main principles which govern national life in general. especially 
in politics and economy and other forms of human interrelationships, 
reflect themselves in ways of medical care development. A consequence 
of this development is an incessant evolution of the structural and 
functional forms of medical services. 

The developmental differences between the health systems in the 
contemporary world, depending on the political, economic, cultural and 
social conditions of particular countries, determine the role of the 
hospital within the system of community health care and still remain a 
matter of debate. However, apart from existing differences, a general 
tendency can be noticed to develop a comprehensive health care system 
for the community, within which the role of the hospital should be seen 
as an interdependent part of the total health care network. 

This tendency seems to be dependent on different motives, acting as 
pressures for change and causing gradually a deeper involvement of the 
state government in::ommunity health matters, e.g.: 

(1) increasing recognition of the basic human right to easily 
accessible and continuing health care, the maintenance of 
physical, mental and social well-being of the individual, 
irrespective of their economic and social status ("humanistic 
motive"); 

(2) increasing recognition of the economic value of human 
health within the broader concept of socioeoonomic development 
("economic motive"); 

(3) increasing influence of scientific knowledge, especially 
of medical and social sciences, on health awareness of 
policy-making bodies and general public, resulting in a 
higher health culture and higher health demands ("CUltural 
motive") ; 

, ' 
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rapid progress in medioal teohnology resulting in broader 
soope and inoreased effeotiveness of medioal oare, but 
also in differentiation of medical functions, specialization 
of medioal profession, and in costly medical equipment 
("teohnologioal motive"); 

(5) inoreasing struotural and functional oomplexity of modern 
medioal oare delivery, resulting in a higher absorption of 
sooial resouroes and a pressing need for rational planning, 
ooordination and evaluation of medioal care servioes 
("organizational motive").W 

When disoussing the role of the hospital in the community and the 
methods of finanoing hospital-based medioal care, it seems reasonable to 
keep in mind the above listed pressures for ohange. 

2.2 Development of ooncepts 

The traditional approaoh to the hospital role could be described as 
"isolationist". Eaoh hospital was, or tried to be, a "law unto itself", 
unoonoerned with the actions of any other health oare agenoy except 
insofar as they impinged on what is regarded, often jealously, as its 
own domain. Hospitals were charged with no authority for providing an 
overall health care system and acoepted only a limited responsibility 
for whatever part of a system they provided. Their cooperation with 
other agencies was also limited. By the time of World War II this 
approach to the hospital role, at least in some areas and countries, 
had begun to show signs of breaking down as the necessity for ooncerted 
aotion towards the provision of complete health oare became olearer. 
Sinoe that time the movement towards the integration of health oare 
faoilities, whether on a oompulsory or a voluntary basis, has become 
muoh more widespread even though it is yet by no means universal. 
Increasingly, hospitals are seen as a part, normally the major part, 
of a total and far-reaching health oare system, irrespeotive of whether 
the word system is used to desoribe a oohesive arrangement with a major 
degree of oentral control or a more loose arrangement in whioh re~~~ionships 
are less formal and spring more from local needs and initiatives.!1i 

The oonoept of hospital integration with the total community health 
care system was formulated theoretioally as early as the third deoade of 
this century (e.g. Semashko and Solovyev in the USSR, Dawson in the 
United Kingdom, Starnpar in Yugoslavia). It was then implemented in the 
sooialized health care system in the USSR in the form of an "integrated 
hospital". Sinoe World War II, a complete (funotional and struotural) 
integration, or a functional integration, of the hospital with other 
health servioes has been adapted in a number of oountries. In countries 
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with a closer central control of the health system, administrative 
decisions prescribed and stimulated many of the interagency relation
ships, achieving the more advanced integration of the hospital with 
the total community health services. In freer systems, naturally, 
there has been far less effort devoted to the regulation of relation
ships between health care agencies. But even in those countries, a 
strong voluntary movement towards integration of effort between 
hospitals (e.g. in terms of merged hospitals, shared services for 
hospitals, hospital regionalization) has been noticed in recent years, 
often extending to the non-hospital providers of care. The preventive, 
the curative, the rehabilitative and the educational arms of public 
health services; the providers of domiciliary, outpatient, and industrial 
oare, have also moved towards integration of their efforts with the 
hospital servioes.,V'. y, 2/, §I, l!V', W, W 

In addition to the development of new interagency relationships, the 
evolution of new relationships between the hospital and the community 
has emerged. For the most part, hospital services have been paternalistic. 
The providers of care have tended to offer those services which they think 
the patient needs, or those services for which they think he is prepared 
to pay, or those for which he may be able to arrange payment by a third 
party, all offered in a fashion dictated by the hospital's own convenience. 
The patient has rarely been asked what services he requires or in what 
manner they should be provided. This has been understandable, if not 
perhaps inevitable, in view of the patient's scanty knowledge about 
medical care. Nonetheless, two challenges have, at least, modified the 
hospital's standing. On the one hand the educated groups or members 
of society, whose members are frequently highly trained and skilled in 
their own professions, have expressed a greater interest in hospital 
services than hitherto, both in their own and some other countries, in 
alliance with the third-party payers of hospital care. On the other, 
the poorer groups or members of society have also increasingly demanded 
a say in the affairs of social institutions be they hospitals, schools 
or universities. The long-term effects of these moves are likely to be 
an increasing responsiveness of hospitals to the communities they serve 
and some changes in the balance or structure of power that controls 
them • .!!! 

The changes which have started and which are still taking place in 
the external environment in which hospitals work have been aooompanied 
by changes of equal importance wi thin the hospital. The growth of both 
compulsory and voluntary health insurance, by_removing many of the 
financial barriers to medical, has increased the numbers seeking treat
ment in hospi tala and. other agencies. The rapid and extnesi ve develop
ments in medicine and surgery have meant a substantial increase in the 
types of work that the hospital is able to undertake. The growth in 
medical knowledge has been acoompanied by increasing specialization in 
both researoh and. treatment, and the rapid growth of whole new professions 
and. sub-professions within the hospitals. The hospital is called on to 
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to provide more care at a much more intensive level for many more 
patients. While it is true that some of the developments in medicine 
bave ereatly lessened the period of the patient dependenc~ on the 
hospital, this bas teJ'ld.ed to result not in an overall duline in work 
but in a "reater throuahPUt of patients. one overall result ot greater 
protessional speoialization, as the intensity ot care increased, has been 
not onl~ an increase in statf per patient or per bed, but more types of' 
staft, 1II0re procedures, 1II0re equipment and _terials, and a hisher Goat 
of' servicea. 

The changes in the role of the hospital, in its composition and its 
relationships with other health agencies Which, to a greater or lesser 
degree, are currently affecting most hospitals, are in a sense special 
problems, each worthy of separate and more lengthy discussion. In 
general, evolution of the role of the hospital in the community, as 
observed contemporarily in different quarters of the world, seems to 
follow the lines and concepts which were proposed by the promoters of 
the integrative approach to community health care system a few decades 
ago. These are summarized by the First Expert Committee on Organization 
of Medical Care, convened by the World Health Organization in 1956 as 
follows: 

"The hospital is an integral part of a social and medical organization, 
the function of which is to provide for the population complete health 
care, both curative and preventive, and whose outpatient services reach 
out to the family in its home environment; the hospital is also a centre 
for the training of health workers and for biosocial research". 

The same Committee went on to say: 

"Regarded in this light, the hospital should serve the whole communi ty 
and offer facilities for the promotion of health and the prevention and 
treatment of all diseases. Its role is to save human life and to prevent 
disablement, and it should use all proven diagnostic and therapeutic 
measures to allow pathological states to be detected and treated at an 
early stage. To this end, the hospital should form an integral part of 
society in such a manner as to satisfy human needs, as well as financial, 
administrative, and social requirements. The task of the general hospital 
is thus to link together all aspects of the healing art and to prevent 
disease. However, it is essentially an instrument in the service of society, 
and cannot arrogate every form of medical service to itself".~ 

2.3 Redefinition of hospital functions 

The problem of the hospital role in the community has been 
consequently put in a much wider context: Should the hospital, in 
addition to its three traditional functions, treating patients, undertaking 
research, and educating health personnel, also add other medical functions 
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such as promotion of health, prevention of disease, rehabilitation, health 
education of the public, etc.? The evolution of concepts in this field 
can be reflected by a few examples taken from both the national and 
international forum (quoted by K. Evang).§1 

In 1948 the American Hospital Association and the American Public 
lJealth Association issued a joint statement on "Coordination of Hospitals 
and Health Departments". This statement has emphasized the key role of 
the general hospital serving the health of the community, both as regards 
quantity and quality of health services, stressed that preventive and 
c'.lratl ve medicine have reached a stage where they are no longer separable, 
And strongly recommended the joint housing of hospitals and health departments, 
and, if possible, also the offices of practising physicians and dentists. 
This would, it was contended, be of mutual benefit, adding greater 
prestige to the hospital as a community centre for all health and medical 
activities, while at the same time the health department would attain 
new stature, dignity and public understanding. The follow-up and 
pr2ventive work of both parties would be facilitated, patients and 
physicians would save time because the doctor's office would be in the 
same hospital building. Duplication of work, for instance, of the public 
health departments, public health nurses, and the hospital social workers 
might be prevented. Medical staff might mutually be used for the instruction 
of nurses, etc. Public health officers would by necessity see more of 
h8spital administrators, and their common problems in hospital planning, 
construction ru1d licensure would be facilitated. Joint programmes for the 
control of tuberculosis, venereal disease, and other communicable diseases, 
as well as for certain non-communicable diseases, might more easily be 
carried out. Special fields mentioned in which such arrangements might 
be of assistance are mental hygiene, maternal and child health, and 
education of the public in health matters. 

In 1952 the Central Health Services Council in the United Kingdom 
presented its well-known "Report on Cooperation between Hospital, Local 
.1Iuthori ty and General Practitioner" suggesting that the hospitals and the 
local health departments might work together and support one another in 
various fields, such as maternal and child welfare, tuberculosis control, 
care of the chronic sick, mental health, dental and ambulance services. 
Again the unity of purpose of the two branches of health activity has been 
explicitly stressed. 

The International Hospital Federation held its eighth congress in 
1953 with the general theme: "Preventive medicine as a major function 
of the hospital". The following concluding definition of the f1.U1ctions 
of the hospital was reached: 

(1) to give adequate medical and hospital care to its patients; 

(2) to teach medical, technical, and professional personnel; 

\ 
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(3) to take part in research programmes in the hospital and 
medioal fields; and 

(4) to foster and promote the public health and preventive 
medicine programmes of the community. 

The conference of the Ministers of Health from Socialist Countries, 
held in Varna in 1956, reviewed the role and functioning of hospitals 
in those countries and stated that the development of hospital services 
has been properly based on the integration and regionalization of the 
total health care for the community, and covered, as a rule, prevention, 
treatment and rehabilitation, as well as research and teaching functions. 
Possible ways of integrating some social oare functions with hospital 
services (e.g. for aged or disabled) were also considered. 

The final redefinition of the contemporary hospital's functions has 
been again proposed in a WHO forum. The above-mentioned Expert Committee 
on Medioal.Care Organization summarized the fUnotions of a general hospital 
as followa:W 

1. Restorative 

(a) diagnosis: as an out or inpatient service; 

(b) treatment of disease: curative and palliative, 
involving medical, surgical and special procedures; 

(c) rehabilitation: physical, mental and social; 

(d) oare of emergencies: accidents and disease 

2. Preventive 

(a) supervision of normal pregnancy and childbirth 

(b) supervision of normal growth and development of child 
and adolescent 

(c) control of communicable diseases 

(d) prevention of prolonged illnesses 

(e) prevention of invalidism, mental and physical 

(f) health eduoation 

(g) occupational health 
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3. Educational 

(a) medical undergraduates 

(b) post-graduates: specialists and general practitioners 

(c) nurses ru1d midwives 

(d) medical social workers 

(e) other allied professions 

4. Research 

(a) physical, psychological and social aspects of health 
and disease 

(b) hospital practices, technical and administrative 

The point had obviously been reached when clarifioation was necessary, 
and at the Tenth World Health Assembly in 1957 the topic chosen for the 
technical discussions was "The Role of the Hospital in the Public Health 
Programme". In his working paper for those technical discussions, J.M. 
Mackintosh developed his version of this philosophy of the hospital as 
a centre of health. One of his main points was the desirability of 
making the outpatient department the "real headquarters" of the hospital, 
a "centre for the deliberate promotion of health by educational methods", 
a "filter" for the psychiatrists for dealing with early cures, the only 
chru1Del for admissions of patients to and discharges from the hospital, 
preferably also "designed to provide home care services". The outpatient 
department should in fact "become the regular meeting place for hosp! tal 
consultants, health officers, and general practitioners". To this end 
he has urged "joint housing of hospitals and health departments". 

He felt that the hospital should be more limited in its operations 
in the broader realm of health protection and advocated the introduction 
"throughout the hospital system of a concerted programme for the prevention 
of sickness and promotion of health", inclUding health eduoation, field 
epidemiology, and mass immunization. An independent department for socio
medical activities should be established within the premises of the hospital. 

He also stressed the desirability of the free flow of patients in two 
directions; not only from the local and intermediate to the more speoialized 
hospital, but also vice-versa (which is still, surprisingly, more difficult 
to achieve). He even felt that transfer of staff and equipment temporarily 
from the specialized to the less specialized hospitals might be practicable 
as one of the means for establishing a regional utilization of a group of 
hospitals. The health centre should be given facilities to supply simple 
equipment for the use of the general practitioner in the home. 

, . 
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r1ackintosh recognized the problems of organization deriving from 
such widening of the programme in the following statement: 

"On this analysis it would be easier to accept the definition of 
the hospital and its functions if the term hospital service were 
substituted for hospital. A single institution could not of itself 
provide all the functions cited above; and if several institutions 
were under consideration, some coordinating mechanism would obviously 
be necessary" (quoted by K. Evang).§j 

Most participants were willing to go a long way to accept Mackintosh's 
emphasis on further strengthening of the outpatient department, the 
research and educational functions of hospitals, and the relationship 
to the general practice in the neighbourhood. Opinion differed 
considerably on his main thesis that the hospital be developed into a 
combined centre for most health activities. It would appear more 
realistic to regard the hospital as one part of the complete health 
service organization than to try to make it act as a centre for all 
health problems. 

It was emphasized that caution should be exercised not to overburden 
the hospital with work. Everyone agreed, of course, that close liaison 
is necessary between the hospital and the health administration in 
questions of communicable diseases, nutritional deficiencies, etc., but 
few saw any advantage in putting the officers of the publio health 
administration in the hospital itself and making most of their functions 
a part of the hospital's overall activities. Obviously there are many 
aspects of health which should not be the direct concern of hospitals, 
for instance environmental sanitation or mass vaccinations which could 
be performed more effectively, and even more economically, by public 
health agencies or health centres. 

More recently the objectives of the hospital's participation in 
public health work has been identified in the early detection of illness 
and in continuous care of the chronically ill. Some hospitals screen 
inpatients as a routine for certain diseases, while others, fewer in 
number, have the facilities and organization to undertake multiphasic 
screening of both inpatients and outpatients. The extension of the 
hospitals' outpatient and domiciliary services for the chronically ill 
has established new lines of communication between the hospital and the 
outside providers of care, aimed towards the integration and continuity 
of medical, rehabilitation and social elements of patient welfare. 

As is to be expected, conditions and problems vary so widely from 
country to country that agreement on details, and sometimes even on 
principles, can hardly be reached. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that 
reconsideration of the role and redefinition of the functions of the 
contemporary hospital have evidently influenced in recent years the 
organizational patterns of medical care services allover the world. 
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2.1+ Organizational implications 

The content and scope of hospital services are becoming wider everywhere. 
In addition to the bed care of the seriously sick, the hospital, in nearly 
all countries, has been giving proportionately more attention to out
patient services and also to professional education and medical research. 
This is quite apart from the widening range of diagnostic and treatment 
services offered to inpatients as a result of advances in medical 
science. In fact, many new medical procedures are so complex or 
delicate that they can be carried out only in hospitals where expensive 
equipment and qualified technical personnel can be assembled. But, at 
the same time, the importance of the "bed section" is decreasing and 
the concept of health centres without beds (or even bedless hospitals) 
is developing. The "hotel function" which was predominant in the past 
is gradually being superseded by the "medical function". 

Generally speaking, in the economically developing countries, the 
rru1ge of hospital services tends to be very wide, especially in rural 
areas. In such areas other medical resources are often lacking, and 
the hospital must be a centre for the preventive health service as well 
as for all aspects of treatment. This is more obvious in public hospitals 
than in voluntary institutions. 

In a few countries, the broad concept of the hospital as a centre 
for all health services in an area has taken on special significance. 
This is, for instance, the philosophy of the Chilean National Health 
Service and also of health systems in the socialist countries. Ad
ministratively, the hospital director in these countries is responsible 
for all health activities, including the outpatient, domiciliary and 
the preventive services in the area served by his hospital. In many 
countries, the local or district hospital is also made responsible for 
smaller outpatient service health cen~~s around it. In the United States 

I 

of America, the concept of the hospital as a generalized "community 
hp.alth center' has been widely discussed but has not yet been implemented, 
except in a few places. In the United Kingdom, the concept of the fully 
general hospital - with acute, chronic, mental, and other special patients 
being served flexibly under one administration - has been advanced but 
applied only rarely. 

There is no doubt, however, that everywhere the hospital is playing 
a larger proportionate part in the community health services as a whole. 
Its share of total health expenditures over the last several decades has 
gradually been rising, not because of price inflation, which applies to 
out-of-hospital services as well, but because many services formerly 
offered outside hospitals or not offered at all are now part of the 
~ormal hospital programme. Many health leaders are concerned about the 
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need for greater strengthening of out-of-hospital services. which are 
generally le'ss expens1 ve and more oriented towards prevention. 
Nevertheless, the widening scope of health services coming under the 
wing of hospitals - for both inpatients and outpatients - has an 
important hidden advantage: the establishing of servioes wi thin an 
administrative framework in whioh they may be more readily integrated. 
Such integration. in the long run, ought to result in greater eoonomy 
and higher quality of servioe • .2/ 

The oonoept of hospital regionalization, one of the riche.t in 
present content and future potentiality. has been lIIore widely adapted. 
As medioal soienoe has advanoed, inoreasing speoializat1on has beoome 
neoessary. partioularly 1n hospitals. However, not every hospital oan 
provide servioes in all the medioal and surgioal speoial ties; it is 
neither feasible nor reasonable in terms of the oost and the numbers 
and distribution of people to be served. 

The solution proposed for this problem in many oountries has been 
the conoept of "hospital regionalization", whioh involves the establishment 
of a network of hospitals in a geographical area, 80 that patients are 
treated in a hospital appropriate to their medioal needs - neither too 
simple nor too speoialized. Thus, throughout the region and espeoially 
in rural areas there might be a number of small general hospitals, olose 
to where the people live, oapable of treating the oommon ailments (e.g. 
inJuries and other oondi tions requiring minor surgery, respiratory 
traot infeotions, normal maternity oare, rehydratation of infants, eto.). 
At the next level, and perhaps in the medium-sized town, might be the 
"intermediate" hospital (100 - 300 beds) providing a fairly wide range 
of medical and surgioal speoial tie. for the lIore diff1cul t oases, suoh 
as serious infeotions, major abdominal surgery or severe inJuries. 
At the oentre of the region, probably in a large oity, would be a "base" 
hospital or regional medioal oentre (with perhaps 500 - 1000 beds), 
in some oases assooiated with a sohool of medioine. Here would be 
located the full range of speoialties, inoluding the "super-speoialties" 
suoh as brain and cardiac surgery, and oomplex radiation theraphy. In 
the intermediate and regional hospitals, however, there would be also 
some beds reserved for treating persons with the simpler oond! tions 
who 11 ve nearby. 

This framework of hospitals should funotion in two direotionsl 
referring patients from the peripheral towards the central faoilities, 
and arranging for oertain oonsultant servioe. and teohnioal sUpervision 
to pass from the oentral or intermediate levels in the opposite direotion. 

The full implementation of the regionalization idea applies to a 
continuum of health servioe, starting from the person who is still in his 
own home and requires only outpatient-oare or perhaps medioal or nursing 
oare at home. The outpatient department of the hospital at all eohelons 
in the regional network oan provide such oare, or it can be provided at 
heal th centres or rural health posts. In the more industrialized countries, 
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such oare is mostly provided in the surgeri.s or olinios of individUal 
doctors (Whether they are paid private17, b7 an insuranoe fUnd, or b7 
a publioagenoy). In the same way, hOllle oare of the patient may be 
arranged by a hospital or publio health agen07 (e.g. the provia1on of 
home nurses) or by general medioal praoti tioners. J'1na1l7, res1onal1zation 
may be also extended to include the personal pr..,en'Uve servioes, such 
as immunization or periodio examination of' children and adults. 

Whether this full speotrum of out-of-hospital and hospital servioes, 
general and speCial, ls systematically regionalized or not, it exists to 
some degree in all oountries. The degree of integratlon and ooordination, 
however, varies with the overall administrative polioy or oountries in 
the same way as does the pattern of hospital. authority. In the countries 
with the 1I0st localized patterns, numero\18 voluntary- efforts are 
enoouraa1.ns ooorcl1nation, even though hundreda or thouaanda of autonCllllous 
medioal personnel and establishments are responsible for ~-to-day 
medical oare. A large seotor of private mediaal praatiae, both outside 
and inside hospltals, present the greatest challenge to ooordination. 
In the moderately centralized oountries, regional ooordination is being 
aotively aohieved within hospitals, but is still poorly developed in 
the out-of-hospital services. In the most highly oentralized oountries, 
the non-hospital serviaes and preventive programmes ten~ to be most~1 1nl 
closely integrated with hospitals at each of the regional eohelons • ..v· .!9t, 
gy,W,E2/,g'§J,W,~ 

It is olear that the oonoept of regionallzation 1. gaining ground and 
will eventually win general acoeptanoe, but sino. lt enta1l.s the 
lntegration of individual hospitals into wider groupings it inevitably 
results in a progressive diminutlon in thelr autonomy. The hierarchical 
organlzatlon of faol1ltles and staff', the establishment of hospital 
equipment funds at the regional level with a natlonal equalizatlon fund, 
the lnareasingly important role of sooial aecurit7 - all these faa tors 
make the trend towards regionalization of the hospltal system ineVitable. 
The importanoe of the medical oare syatem is inoreasing with advanoes ln 
medioal soienae, in sooial organizat1on and in the overall economy, bu.t 
the indiv1dualism of the traditional hospital, oharaoterized by its 
ourative role and that of providing food and shelter, is doomed to gracNal 
disappearanoe·lI 

3. FINANCIJfG THE Ht8PITAL-MSED MEDICAL CARE 

3.1 OWnership patterns 

With the IINltiple or181ns of hoapi'\a1s, it is evident that most 
countries today have a llixture of hospital OIInerah1p. '!'he proportions 
of' tbe III1xtures are ocnstantl7 obang1ns. Moreover, it is evident that 
there i. a world-wide tren4 Wwar4a a sreater proportionate otmenb1p 
and cI1reot operation of hospitals by governmental authoriti.s. 
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Hospitals may be classified by ownership into three types: 
government-owned, voluntary non-profit, and profit-making or proprietary. 
The relative distribution of hospital ownership in a oountry is of 
great importanoe to hospital planning. If hospitals are owned by 
bodies other than the government, it is obviously more difficult to 
integrate the operation of those hospitals within a national system 
than if all hospitals are owned by the government. 

In some of the highly developed countries, like the United States 
of Amerioa and Canada, local and voluntary enterprises have still greater 
importance than governmental authorities - for health and welfare 
services as well as for sectors of the economy. In the United States 
of America, the majority of hospital beds, about 65%, are owned by national, 
state or looal governmental authorities, but the figure is somewhat 
deceptive sinoe these beds are largely in mental and tuberoulosis 
hospitals serving long-term patients. In general hospitals, which account 
for 95% of all hospital admissions each year, 67% of beds are non
governmental - whether voluntary non-profit, church-supported or 
proprietary. In Canada also, despite its national sooial insurance 
programme for meeting the hospital costs of the entire population, the 
actual ownership of general hospitals is predominantly by Voluntary 
bodies. 

In the other highly industrialized and urbanized countries, it is 
local government (rather than a voluntary body) control of hospitals 
that explains the "moderate centralized" authority pattern. In Sweden, 
for example, almost 84% of the beds are in the government hospitals, 
counting both general and special facilities. It is local units of 
government rather than central that own and operate them. 

In countries with very highly centralized hospital authority patterns, 
the ownership is naturally at a corresponding level. In Malaysia, while 
as many as 17% of the beds are not controlled by the Government, they 
come under strong government influence, and 83% are owned by the central 
government. In the socialist countries, virtually 100% of the beds are 
owned by the central Ministry of Health. In the United Kingdom, with 
its National Health Service, it is about 96%. The day-to-day management 
of these hospitals is nevertheless delegated to administrative bodies 
closer to the scene of operation: in Malaysia, to state public health 
authorities, in the socialist countries to province and district, and in 
the United Kingdom, to regional hospital boards. The ultimate powers of 
decision, however, rest with the central ministries of health in these 
countries for nearly all institutions. 

From these varying patterns of ownership, many implications arise 
for hospital operations. The countries with more centralized ownership 
can maintain greater uniformity in internal hospital practices; the more 
localized patterns show greater diversity. In spite of this, it is 
interesting to observe the flexibilities that tend to emerge even in the 
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hospitals of oentralized national oultures, where 10011.1 imagination or 
lnitiative begins to express itself; the national standards tend to set 
a floor but not neoessarily a oeiling on hospital servioes. On the 
other hand, in the more looalized oultural settings, many uniformities 
tend to develop beoause of the influenoe of hospital legislation and 
also beoause of non-governmental efforts at maintaining quality 
pel'formanoe.·21 

3.2 Souroes of finanoe 

Regardless of the ownership of hospitals, their finanoial support 
throughout the world is predominantly from sooial souroes. This applies 
to both oonstruotion and operation. By "sooial souroesu 1s meant not 
only various levels of government, but also sooial insuranoe, and even 
voluntary insu~anoe, voluntary subsoriptions, oharitable and oorporate 
funds and grants from oute1de the oountroy (all types of so-oalled 
"ind1reot payment") as distinot from private (or direot) ~ayments by 
sick individuals. 

The evolutionary sequence can be conceptualized in terms of the 
mounting oosts of medioal oare and the degreet:.o whioh health oare is 
aocepted as a sooial servioe, and oan be defined operationally aooording 
to the dominanoe of the following hospital reimbursement lohemes: 

(1) hospital servioes finanoed from private souroesJ 

(2) hospital servioes finanoed through voluntary insuranoe; 

(3) hospital services finanoed through oompulsory insuranoe; 

(4) hospital servioes finanoed from general taxation. 

Eaoh suooessive oategory oan be seen as a plateau whioh, onoe attained, 
beoomes the base point for advancement to the next stage. Although sooial 
upheavals have oaused the shipping of stages, transition 1s always towards 
greater publio provision of health servioee.21 

The souroes of finanoing of hospital oonstruotion are olosely 
conneoted with the pattern of ownership. The oost of operation of a 
hospital is, however, a muoh larger question. The life of an average 
hospital building in reoent times may be 40 - 50 years or more (this is 
highly variable, of oourse, depending on the style of oonstruotion). 
The oost of oonstruotion is equivalent on average, to only about two 
or three years of operating oosts. Not only are ths operating oosts 
very high oompared with oonstruotion oosts, but they are also naturally 
more eensitive to the ohanging requirements of medioal soienoe. to 
economio inflation, and to other ohanges occurring in a nation from 
year to year. It is probably true to say that a looal oommunity oan 
seldom afford the total oost of the health servioes that its population ne~de. 
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In oountries with the most looalized hospital authority patterns, 
the finanoial support of hospital operations tends to be the most 
highly diversified, but oonsequently more and more diffioult to ooordinate. 
In the eoonomioally weaker oountries of this type, where the majority of 
the people are poor, the government usually makes a larger relative 
oontribution to hospital operating oosts. 

In the eoonomioally stronger oountries of the moderate authority 
pattern (e.g. Franoe. Sweden), hospital oosts are divided almost entirely 
between general government revenues and sooial insuranoe. Very little 
money is derived from voluntary insuranoe, oharity or private payments. 

The finanoial support of hospital operation in the most highly 
oentralized nations is the easiest to desoribe beoause it is the simplest. 
The USSR and the other socialist countries meet nearly all operating costs 
from the revenues of the oentral government (even though part of the 
oonstruotion cost may have oome from looal government or collective farm 
resources). The authority to spend the money is delegated through an 
administrative hierarchy from the national to local agenoies, but the 
origin of the money is oentral. In the United Kingdom, with its National 
Health Service, over ~ of hospital costs are met by the Ministry of 
Health and about 85~ of this money oomes from the general revenues of 
the central government; the balance comes mainly from a social seourity 
fund (devoted mainly to providing non-medioal benefits, e.g. old age 
pensions, disability insuranoe, eto.) and from other small sources 
(private payment, voluntary health insuranoe, eto.). 

In the less economioally developed oountries with highly oentralized 
authority pattern (e.g. Togo, Malaysia) the vast bulk of hospital operating 
costs also come from the oentral government. But the budget alloted to 
each hospital far from covers the minimum requirements as it is generally 
not oaloulated on the basis of need but simply granted from the available 
resources. Thus, it not infrequently happens that the patient's family 
has to feed him and to buy drugs and dressings in the market. In none 
of these countries does the social insurance or voluntary health insurance 
play any part.21 

3.3 Mechanisms 

The precise method of oollecting the money or preparing budgets for 
hospital operation tends to correspond to the patterns of financial support 
Just reviewed. Where there is a diversity of souroes, the hospital 
management must usually undertake aocounting procedures to oalculate the 
average cost-per-patient-day or even the cost of specifio items of servioe, 
such as laboratory tests or a drug injection. These amounts are then 
charged to the individual patient or the responsible agenoy (insuranoe 
fund, governmental department, etc.) for servioes provided. The hospital 
authorities expeot that by the end of the year, assuming a certain 
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occupancy level, all the earnings necessary to meet the total annual 
budget will have been cOllected. In practice, however, hospitals using 
this system may earn a "profit" or suffer a "loss" depending on many 
circumstances. The need to avoid losses may sometimes result in the 
medically unjustified admission of patients or undue prolongation of 
the stay of convalescent patients. Such a system does not promote 
efficiency in the hospital system and its use is therefore not a sound 
health policy.21 

In the countries where authority is most centralized the mechanisms 
of hospital financing tend to be simpler. An annual budget, that is 
an estimate of all the anticipated costs of personnel, supplies, etc. 
is prepared. This amount is then allocated through some sort of 
hierarchy to local units of government and finally to individual 
hospitals. The budget is initially prepared by the hospital 
management but is subject to review at higher echelons. 

Between the two extremes, the countries of moderately centralized 
authority patterns use systems of hospital budge~~g_ ~~ are, in a 
sense, a combination of both the above methods. ~. 11, §I 

It is evident that the financial support of hospitals, in terms 
of both sources and mechanisms. is intimately related to the whole 
system of hospital organization in a country. There is perhaps no 
economic factor that influences the quality of medical care in a 
country more than does the amount of financial support given to its 
hospitals. This is in turn largely dependent on the degree of social, 
as opposed to purely individual. financing. When large groups of 
people, perhaps even the entire population of the country, are 
financing hospital services, there is naturally more concern about 
the efficiency, economy, and effectiveness of the services than when 
hospital operations are supported solely by the small percentage of 
persons who at any moment happen to be sick. Therefore, the social 
and largely governmental financing of hospital services, while it 
takes different forms in different countries, is nevertheless 
leading everywhere to increased organization of hospitals, both 
internally and in larger geographical areas, in the interest of both 
economy and quality. In financial terms, it leads to a progressive 
integration of the hospital system in the health sector and also to 
the creation of national and regional hospital funds that collect 
money from different sources and ahare it among the various elements 
of a hospital-based health service according to the justified needs. 

4. INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 

4.1 Evaluative criteria 

At best, the objective of each medical care programme is to provide 
the population with medical services that can cope with health needs 
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and demands in a comprehensive quantitative !'.r .. d qualitative manner by 
the best utilization of available resources (human. finanoial and material) 
within given constraints. This means that the value and justification 
of medical care services should be gauged from the following criteria: 

(i) the appropriateness of the services in terms of their 
impact (or potential impact) on the health status of 
the population; 

(ii) the adequacy of services in terms of allocated means 
to achieve the stated objectives; 

(iii) the effectiveness of the services. defined in technical 
and operational terms. which charaoterize the measurable 
contribution to the stated objectives made by the accom
plishment of the operational activities; 

(iv) the efficiency of servioes in terms of the optimal use 
of resources in aohieving the operational aims. 

To increase the effioienoy of medical care means. in practioe. 
the attempt to obtain an aoceptable high level of attainment of objectives 
(higher effectiveness) at minimum cost. that is. in eoonomio terms, to 
maximize output at a fixed level of resouroe input or. alternatively. 
minimize resource input at a fixed level of output. 

In general, three theoretically priceable outputs (products) are 
generated by a medical care delivery system: 

(i) the physioal assets of the system (as eqUipment, supplies. 
and real estates) and manpower: 

(ii) the produotion value of the medioal, paramedioal and 
anoiliary personnel, in terms of medical servioes; 

(iii) the sooial value of medioal oare services, in terms 
of their impaot on health status and satisfaction 
of population served (ultimate outoomes of medioal oare). 

More oomplete oonceptual and empirioal exploration of the 
effioienoy of medioal oare and its components is still needed. But 
the searoh for perfection should not blind one to the faot that present 
methods of assessing the effioienoy of medical oare, and espeoially 
hospital servioes, have revealed a range of quality from outstanding 
to deplorable·21. 1/ • .2/. W. ,gy 

Considering the methods by whioh hospital-based medioal care can be 
improved in effeotiveness and effioienoy. the emphasis should be either 
on the proper allooation of resouroes (allooative aspeots) or on 
improvement of operational activities (operational aspeots). In this 
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paper, the scope of concern will be, of necessity, limited to some 
relations between the role of the hospital and methods of financIng 
the hospital services and the above-mentioned aspect of efficiency. 

4.2 Allocative aspects 

The national income data, indicating the enormity of the resources 
expended on health care services together with the results of social 
surveys indicating SUbstantial unmet medical needs - which presumably 
could be dealt with only by allocating still more resources to the 
health sector - have forced some rethinking about the necessity of improved 
efficiency. Furthermore, the increasing difficulty of obtaining resources 
coupled with increasing demands arising jOintly from unmet needs and 
riSing expectations have forced the health care personnel and planners 
to acknowledge that national resources are not unlimited and that other 
sectors of the economy have equally legitimate claims for a share of the 
limited national resources. 

The broader aspect of allocative efficiency refers to society at 
large, thus providing a crucial measure of the appropriateness of the 
level of investment in the health sector. The relationship between 
demand and supply varies among health care systems, but whether the 
market, the government, or some other intermediary performs the dis
tributive function, allocative efficiency is apprOximated when the costs 
and benefits are weighed in relation to the sum of society's desires. 
Thus allocative efficiency is facilitated to the extent that the res
ponsiveness of medical supply to demand is neither greater nor lesser 
than the supply of other goods and services to demand. Whereas over
responsiveness of medical supply to demand would prevent the achievement 
of allocative efficiency by increasing expenditure for the expansion 
or improvement of health care services, when the benefits to society 
from a similar investment in another sector of the economy would be 
greater, under-responsiveness would reduce allocative efficiency by 
depriving the health sector of funds which would produce greater benefits 
than a similar investment elsewhere in the economY'1/, 11 

The narrower aspect of allocative efficiency refers to the 
appropriateness of resource allocation within the health care sector. 
It should be noted here that the optimal type of hospital as we know 
it today, meaning a specialized, adequately equipped medical institution, 
staffed permanently by specialists, represents an admirable and often 
highly successful instrument for its specific purposes and catches the 
public attention. As a result, an over-responsiveness of hospital 
service supply to the demand has been developed which prevents the 
achievement of allocative efficiency. 

In some developing countries it leads even to tragic results as the 
highly specialized, highly technical, and sometimes commercialized curative 
medical care for the very few selected patients, with the support of the 

< .• 
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politioians and the population, and sometimes also the dootors, obtains 
the liOD' s share of the available f\mds and personnel. But such "ohrome 
and Diolt.l" hospitals, where super-speoialists oure previously hopeless 
oasea with "wonder" drugs and methods do not improve the health oondition 
of suoh a oountr)' if this .eans that promotion of health, prevention of 
disease, and the broad mass app11cation of medical knowledge to the needs 
of the population are negleoted:.At As a matter of faot, such a situation 
may even hamper the "-nlos-ent of the priority iteas of health servioes, 
and thereby oontribute towards a deterioration of health oonditions. By 
making the hospital an integrated part of a nationally planned and 
oomprehensive health servio., a better balanoe in allooative effioiency 
may be established from the beginning. No doubt, th.re exists also at 
present a strang need in many developed oountries to strengthen the 
preventive parts of h.alth servioes in relation to ourative medioine as 
exeroised at hospitals. 

Th. tools which have been d.v.loped to as.es. allooative effioienoy 
are among the n .... t and therefore the most controversial. Although 
both oost-benefi t analysis and PPBS (Planning, Prograaaing and Budgeting 
Systems) are extremely appealing in terms of th.ir neat logio and 
apparent simplioity, their applioation in health oar. is still limited, 
mainly du. to diff10ul ty in expressing oosts and benefit. of medical 
oare servioes in terms of some oommon unit (e.g. money). 

4.3 operational aspeots 

Rising costa and changes in the pattern of medical oare s.rvice. 
have al.o influenoed the srowing interest in their operational effioienoy. 
It is well known that the mo.t expensive part of medical oare services 
is inpatient hospital care. The more that this oan be reduced, therefore, 
without lowering standards of oare, the lower the total oosts to the 
00lllllUn1ty. I"-ally, inpatient oare should be reatrioted to those patients 
whoae medioal oondition oan only be effeotively diagnoaed or treated by 
residenoe in hospital. Unfortunately, this is not the oase. 80me 
patients may be admitted to hospital for sooial rather than medical 
reasons. Others may be admitted for the oonvenienoe of their medical 
praoti tioner and, in some remote areas, this may be the only way to 
fit them into the health s;,.stem. Yet others ma;r be admitted to hospital 
simpl;,. beoause the oommunit;,. does not have the neoessary alternatives 
suohas outpatient or ambulatory treatment and diagnostio oentres, 
home nursing and oare servioes, patient transportation servioe, eto. 

In deoiding whether a patient should be treated in hospital, and, . 
if so, how 10Dg he should rema1n there, a knowledge of appropriate 
marginal oost estimates (inoluding non-finanoial opportunit;,. oosts) 
may encourage dootor. to use faoili ties more effioiently and to look 
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for suitable but cheaper alternatives of care. Monitoring the behaviour 
of the medical care system, i.e. assessing the factors that affect the 
allocation of care among different types of conditions and different 
types of patients, may produce information that will bring about conscious 
improvement in decisions. Furthermore, if health authorities can specify 
a preference function indicating the relative weights attached to 
different health service outputs, economic analysis may suggest an 
appropriate optimizing model in which this may be incorporated. 

A different group of problems is associated with the efficient 
technical production of a given set of health services. What are the 
effects of hospital size on the cost of providing care? How do changes 
in the relative quantities of doctors, nurses, beds and other inputs 
effect hospital output? What determines the extent to which the 
capacity is utilized? How does the progressive patient care system 
reflect itself in effectiveness and efficiency of hospital care? How 
can the relative costliness and productivity of different hospitals 
be assessed? What is the relative value, in terms of their effectiveness 
and efficiency, of some alternatives and SUbstitutes to hospital care 
(e.g. domiciliary care. outpat:lent. care, ciay~Gr night-hospitals, etc.)? 
Answers to questions such as these provide health authorities with 
information for improving hospital operati(;nal efficiency. 

A recent development in assessing "he operational efficiency of 
hospital services is the shift from a hospital-oriented approach 
(e.g. average length of stay, number of discharges, average cost per 
patient-day, occupancy rate, staffing levels. etc.) towards a patient
oriented approach (cost per case, intensity of care received, index of 
complexity, etc.). A patient-oriented approach will also facilitate 
the transition from curative (or institution-centred) to preventive 
(or patient-centred) hospital-based medical care. 

DeVelopments in the area concerned have invoked the help of many 
modern management disciplines such as system analysis, operational 
research and economics. The success of their work also depends on the 
setting up of inter-disciplinary teams including physicians, nurses, 
epidemiologists and medical administrators. The recent works in this 
field are examples of these attempts to model the decisions which patients, 
physicians and hospital managers take with respect to medical care, the 
~~~and for_~~. ~g~ delivery of it and the organization of their interaction. 
~, ~, !2f, ~ 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Policy considerations 

Even a brief review of the situation indicates that a lot still has 
to be done to implement eVen better economical ways of organizing the 

'- . 
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deli very of hospl tal and other forms of medical. oare ln partlcular 
oountrles, so as to lmprove lts outputs, i.e.: 

(1) to improve the acoesslbl1lty and aooeptabl1ltT of services 
thereby aoh1eving more ocaplete ooverage of the populat1Qn; 

(li) to improve the utllization of services (e.g. timely entry 
into and proper transfer wi thin the medical oare system, 
oontinuity of care, outreaoh, etc.); 

(11i) to improve the quality of care provided with respeot to 
available medical teolmology and log10 of patient oare; 

(iv) to iJaprove satisfaotion with medical oare on the )t&I't of 
oonSUllers and providers; 

(v) to achieve, in oonsequenoe, a greater and .ore favourable 
lmpaot on the health condition. and health statu. of the 
population. 

Although e •• entially output-oriented, national prosr_s in the 
field of development of medic&l.· oare services, of whioh the hospital 
should be an interrelated part, should prlmarily conoentrate upon the 
reoognition and correctlon of inappropriate inpats for the delivery 
systems of medioal oare. which hamper the develoJllHllt of it. 
effeotiveness and efficieROT. Rational improvaaentlll in this field are 
mainlT ba.ed on a aound national health poliCT which could be listed, 
for instance. in the following is.ues: 

(i) Identifioation and 1JIpl.ementation of a sound developaent 
polioT with regard to medical care •• rvi088. inoluding 
suoh issues as: sovernaental responaibil1 ty, Jl&cro
allocation of resouroes, sources and .ethoda of finanoing, 
eligibility standards, legislation, etc. A sucoessful 
action in this field 111&1' direotlT contribute to the 
alleviation of such problems as inaocessibllity or mal
distribution of medical servioe. wi thin the inputs concerned, 
and poor ooverage or poor utilization of .ervioes within 
their outputs concerned; 

(ii) Elaboration and implementation of an or§!Dizational conoept 
of a medical care deliverz sTstem, suitable to national 
conditions, baaed on regionalization, and including in ita 
structure and funotioning, integration of preventive, curative 
and rehabilitation services, channels of services (e.s. 
oOl8Rmi tT, ambulatory and institutional), levels of 
services (e.s. peripheral, inteI'lled1&te and central back-up 
servioes), and oontents of service. (_dioal technology) 
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for any interseotion of ohannel, level and major servioe 
funotion. A sucoessful action in this field may contribute 
greatly to inoreasing the efficiency of use of existing 
resouroes and, as well, to improving the quality of medical 
care (with respect to proper distribution of available 
medical technology and logic of patient care); 

(iii) Elaboration and implementation of standards and ariteria for 
plannin and develo ment of different tiers of medical care 
services which should comprise, for instance: a programming, 
design and building of hospitals and other medical care 
facilities, (b) staffing patterns, (c) equipment, (d) medical 
procedures, (e) investment and running costs, etc. Delineation 
and control of standards may play an essential role in the 
overall effort to enhance the quality, level and efficiency 
of medical care. 

5.2 Need for skilled management 

The evolution of adequate hospital and medical administrative 
capability for planning, designing improved services, managing and 
evaluating ongoing activities seems to constitute at present a highly 
significant factor for the sound development of medical care services. 
An inappropriate use of available resources is basically a fault in 
management. It may be that the administrators of hospitals and other 
medical care agencies are insufficiently trained. It could be that 
some counter-productive incentives are permitted to operate, thereby 
causing the dispensers and receivers of services to behave in an 
undesired manner. It could also be that insufficient knowledge of 
important constraints and operating conditions preclude good decisions. 
The problem of medical management could be solved only if all three 
causes can be alleviated together. This area of concern needs more 
intensive research and teaching efforts on the national scale and the 
development of essential information systems. 

5.3 Community involvement 

The public becomes a critical partner in defining the hospital's 
role and the type of services the hospital should deliver. The public's 
pressure for maximal effioienoy in hospital and health care delivery 
stems from the opposition between rising costs and increasing need for 
service. Another factor influencing the public's opinion about the role 
of the hospital and the services it should deliver is the increasing 
knowledge about health, the possibilities of health care, and the 
actual delivery system. Formal and informal health education has made 
the public increasingly health oonscious. People have been made aware 
of the importance of vaccination, of check-ups, of early consultation 
of a physioian when certain symptoms appear. Therefore, they demand that 
these servioes are available. Also in the field of curative medioine, 
the publio knows of the progress made. 
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The public has also gained insight into the health care deli very 
system. For a number of reasons, one of which is the increase in costs. 
the health aare deliveI7 haa changed, at .least partially, fran a 
"private enterprise" to a publio 8ervioe. The degree to which this has 
taken plaoe varies fran country to oountry. but the trend oannot be 
denied. Along with this development goes the fact that health oare 
has becane a "publio and poli tioal issue" in the planning and organization 
of which the potential patient - the consumer - wants to be involved. 
This takes various forms, from involvement in advisory boards to 
participation in policy making bodies. 
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ANNEX III 

HOSPITAL SERVICES IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC REGION
l 

by 

Dr G.M. Emery 
Regional Adviser in Strengthening of Health Services 

WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific 

Background document for reference use at the Technical Discussions 
on "The Role of the Hospital in the Community and the Financing of Hospital
Based Medical Care" (document WPR/RC24/TD3). 
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Over 15 years ago. in the first report of the WHO Expert Com
mittee on Organization of Medical Care. the hospital was defined as 
"an integral part of a social and medical organization. the function 
of which is to provide for the population complete health care, both 
curative and preventive. and whose outpatient services reach out to 
the family in its home environment; the hospital is also a centre 
for the training of health workers and for biosocial research"!!. 

In the 1968 report of the WHO Expert Committee on Hospital 
Administration a much more functional and practical definition was 
adopted namely "an institution that provides inpatient accommodation 
for medical and nursing care"g/. 

Condi tiona are so variable from one country to another wi thin 
the Region that if the former definition is adopted some countries or 
territories would have to be regarded as not having a hospital service. 
However. if the latter is adopted all countries and territories have 
a hospital service. 

It is evident that there is a trend in the Region towards 
centralized rather than localized control of hospitals, towards integra
tion of hospitals into the health services as a whole and their use 
for preventive as well as curative purposes. That is. there is an 
evolution towards much that is embodied in the definition of a hospital 
fifteen years ago. This regional trend is thus .. similar to one. found in 
a recent study of the hospital systems in 52 countriesl/. In countries 
in which there is not a trend towards centralized control there is a 
trend towards more involvement centrally through subsidies and or the 
issue of materials. 

2. PROBIBMS IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC REGI<!l 

There are a number of problems in the provision of hospital 
services, which although all are not peculiar to the Region, are worthy 
of mention. 

These may be geographical. as in the extreme case of the Trust 
Territory of the Pacific Islands. where a little over 100 000 people 
live in three major archipelagos comprising more than 2000 islands, 
with a total land area of barely 300 square miles in an area of about 
3 000 000 square miles of ocean. 
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The problems may be socioeconomic, as in the case of Laos and 
Western Samoa, which the United Nations have grouped among the 25 
least developed countries of the world. 

Man himself may have worsened the situation as in the Khmer 
Republic, Laos and the Republic of Viet-Nam where the ravages of war 
have created immense problems in the need for hospital services and 
the provision of facilities to meet the need. 

Universally throughout the Region there appears to be a shortage 
of trained personnel, medical, nursing, other professional and auxiliary, 
to staff the hospital system. 

In some countries the shortages are real. Papua New Guinea and 
Tonga are examples. The educational systems in these, among other 
countries and territories, are not sufficiently developed to produce 
a sufficient number of students with high school education who can be 
trained for the medical and allied professions. 

In some other countries the shortages are apparent rather than 
real as a result of maldistribution of personnel between the large urban 
areas and those which arE more rural, as for example in Australia, New 
Zealand and the Philippines. l\!laldistrlbution 1s accentuated in some 
countries by an undue proportion of highly trained professionals, 
practising in the private sector, serving a limited population group 
which can purchase relatively high quality hospital care while an unduly low 
proportion of professionals is available to serve in the public sector. 
This is particularly the case in the Philippines and the Republic of 
Korea. 

Both the Philippines and the Republic of Korea are examples of 
countries in the Region which suffer severely from the "brain drain". 
In the former country the Government has now taken action to discourage 
the migration of professionals. 

3. OWNERSHIP PATTERNS AND PATTERNS OF PAYMENT 

The hospital service, as understood by "modern" rather than 
"traditional" medicine, is essentially a "young" service in the countries 
'md territories of the Region. As such, the hospital services have 
not evolved, as for example in the United Kingdom, over several hundred 
ye~r~ from shelters for the Sick, the aged and the destitute in the 
days of the Poor law to the hi~ly complex social institutions which 
nxist in many countries of the Region today. Nor, with certain excep
tions, is there a clear cut own0rship pattern of public, non-profit 
and proprietary hospitals as in the United States of America. - There is, 
'owever, within the Region e. wide diversity in pe.ttern~ of owner~hip. 

, -
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From a 1971 study of the hospital system in fifteen oOWltries 
and territories of the Region. utilizing 1969 da~. it emerged that 
the provision of hospital beds by governments was not neoessarily related 
to the degree of sooioeoonomio development of a OOWltry. to any 
preoeding or ourrent pattern of oolonialism or even to the politioal 
system of the COWltry. 

Considering Australia. Japan and New Zealand as the most developed 
cOWltries of the Region. government ownership of hospital beds was 
found to range from 3~ in Japan to 8~ in New Zealand. Government 
ownership of beds was the same in Laos. a former French colony. as in 
Malaysia. a former British colony. namely. 8~. In the Kingdom of 
Tonga. l~ of hospital beds are government-owned and in French Poly
nesia. 96~. 

Factors which influence or have influenced the provision of beds 
by governments have undoubtedly varied from country to country. In the 
less developed cOWltries and territories of the Region. of which Papua 
New Guinea. French Polynesia and Tonga can be cited as examples. because 
of the absence of local resouroes. hospital systems could only have 
been established by the Australian Government in the oase of Papua 
New Guinea. the Colonial Government. in the oase of French Polynesia 
and the National Government with bilateral aid in the case of Tonga. 
The role of the religious missions in the hospital service in, tor 
eDltple, Papua New Guinea and other countries :La the South Pao1t10, 
baa alao beea iIIportant. 

The systems of sickness insurance whioh have evolved in Japan 
and Australia have not discouraged the private hospital system in those 
countries but have encouraged their development in partnership, so to 
speak. with the public hospital system. Government encourasement of 
the private hospital system exists in Hong Kong where nearly 7~ of 
private hospital beds are subsidized by Government funds to enable 
the hospitals ooncerned to continue to fUnotion. Even in New Zealand. 
whioh was the first country in the world outside of the Soviet Union 
to establish a universal social security system, inoluding hospital 
care prepaid through taxation. the private hospital system has been 
enoouraged by suocessive administrations of varying political per
suasion. As the Philippine system of hospital oare is developing with 
the phased introduotion of benefits under the Philippine Medioal Care 
Aot of 1969. both the private and publio hospital systems are being 
enoouraged to develop. 

Eaoh oountry or territory will undoubtedly evolve in ownership 
pattern suited to its needs and degree of socioeconomio development. 
Within the concept of man's right to hospital-based medical oare there 
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is no place for the "proprietary" profit-oriented type of private 
hospitals which still exista in some countries of the world. On the 
other band, where non-profit private hospitals exist there are very 
good reasons to examine their function in terms of patient groups 
which are served, in te~s of standards. effectiveness and efficiency. 
and reach a decision on management grounds rather than political. as 
to whether they should continue to function. if necessary supported by 
government subsidy. or alternatively be replaced by government-owned 
institutions. 

Although governments may own hospital beds there may be financial 
barriers to.their use. The situation varies so greatly from country 
to country within the Region and sometimes within any one country that 
it is not possible to generalize for the Region as a whole. 

In New Zealand, there are no direct charges at all to inpatients 
or outpatients of public hospitals except a part oharge on prescriptions 
in certain instances and for some domicili~ services, of which 
'meals on wheels' is an example. In the latter instance, the charge 
is a basic one to recover partially the cost of the meal. There is no 
charge for the service. 

Within the Commonwealth of Australia the situation varies between 
Queensland and the remaining states. In Queensland there are no direct 
charges to patients in public hospitals. In Tonga and also Fiji the 
patient makes a nominal contribution towards his hospital care. 

In several countries, of which Malaysia. _ the Republic of Viet-Hall 
and 81qaj)ore are exaaples. publiCI hosPital beds are "olassed" 
according to the ability of the patient to pay for his care but a 
reasonable seneralization is that the indigent patient is treated free 
of charge - provided of oourse that a bed CaD be found for him. There 
is, in seneral, considerable variation between the standard of accom
modation and medioal care of a patient in a Class 1 bed and a patient 
in an indisent bed. However, a recent praiseworthy trend in countries 
with"classed"beds is to attempt to give equal quality of care irrespective 
of the ability of the patient to pay, the only difference being in 
the standard of accommodation and other faciliti.s which are not directly 
related to the standard of the medical and nursing care which is provided. 

Changing patterns in the provision of hospital services are 
arising frQIII advances in medical knowledge and technology and in 
increasing public demand for their application to the care of patients. 
As a result, costs of operating the hospital system are increasing in 
all countries. An inevitable result will be the decreasing ability 
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of the patient to pay for the service he rece1ves which w1ll in turn 
lead to inoreased control of hospitals by central authorities, 
increased government sponsorship, techn1cal supervision, guidance 
and finanoial support, combined w1th planned development of the 
hosp1tal system within the health sector of national socioeconomic 
development plans. 

4. LEGISLATION 

Locally adequate legislation, capable of applioation in each 
country, is essential to the build1ng standards, operation and super
vision of the hospital system. The words "locally adequate" were 
purposely chosen. One country of the Region has hospital legislation 
but little of it is being enforced. The legislation and regulations 
have been adopted from a highly developed country and cannot be im
plemented in the country in question because of its intermediate stage 
of soc1oeoonomio development. 

Public hospital legislation, largely because of histor1cal and 
politioal reasons, varies greatly throughout the Region. Australia, 
Japan and New Zealand have well defined legislat10n and regulations, 
but the Australian situation var1es from state to state because of 
the limited authority of the Commonwealth Government in health under 
the Australian Constitution. At the other end of the scale i8 Laos 
where regulations in existence when the country was a Frenoh colony have 
not been revised. 

Legislation governing private hospitals varies considerably 
throughout the Region. There is adequate control in Australia, Japan, 
Malaysia and New Zealand. In the Republic of Viet-Nam, the Minister 
of Health has control only of technical standards and sanitation. 

A weloome recent development within the Region is an inoreasing 
awareness by governments of the need for review of hospital legislation 
and regulations. Requests for WHO assistance are inoreasing. A 
number of fellowships in this field have been granted to nationals of 
Member oountries and in 1973 consultants will assist BruDeiand Malaysia 
with consolidating and updating their hospital and other health legis
lation. 

5. FUNDING 

The public general hospital system may be funded in one or more 
ways - often several in combination. 
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In only two countries or territories of the Region is the public 
general hospital system tunded wholly by the oentral government without 
any direot oontribution by the patient, New Zealand and the Trust 
Territory of the Paoifio Islands. In Tonga, a slllllar system virtually 
exists because patient contributions amount to only 2_ of oentral 
government expenditure on the hospital system. The Philippines is an 
example of hospital funding by central government, provincial govern
IIEInt, local authority and the patient. In the case of Australia, with 
the exception of Queensland, there is also funding by the Central 
Government, state governments, the local authority and the patient. 
However, the local authority contribution is minimal, O.~ and part of 
the patient contribution is, for those who are insured, reimbursed to 
the patient. 

6. AVAILABILITY OF BEOO 

The availability of hospital beds is important in the provision of 
hospital care. With the exception of French PolyneSia where in 1969 
the bed/population ratio was 7.50/1000, there is a close correlation 
throughout the countries and territories of the Region between availa
bility of beds and socioeconomic development. 

In 1969, New Zealand, Japan and Australia led with ratios of 
hospital beds of all types, public plus private, of 14.20, 12.51 and 12.01 
respeotively/looo population. At the other end of the scale,in 1969 
Laos had beds available at a ratio of only 0.60/1000 population. 

Formerly in many oountries, espeoially in Europe, there has been 
a tendenoy quite wrongly to equate availability of hospital beds directly 
with the qual1 ty of medical care. This trend was also enhanced by 
politicians because a hospital is much more of a status symbol and 
evidence of political patronage, than for example an efficiently operating 
tuberoulosis or venereal disease control programme. Much evidence 
ia available, also from Europe and the United States of Amerioa, that 
if hospital care of a reasonable standard is made available, a willing 
public and a oompliant medical profession will ensure that the beds 
are filled to a reasonable ocoupanoy. 

The trend in some oountries of Europe today is one which is 
evident in some of the more developed oountries of the Region, namely, 
to examine the tunction of the hospital system and use available beds 
more effioiently rather than to continue to inorease the bed/population 
ratio to meet demands which often an examination oan .. et without 
supplying additional beds. 
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It is important that a country not build beds in excess of its 
financial ability to maintain them or in excess of the country's 
ability. in terms of trained personnel. to staff them. 

The demand for hospital beds varies greatly from country to country 
according to many variables of which age group. population distribution. 
morbidity patterns, standard and availability of non-hospital based 
medical care, geography and communications facilities are but a few 
examples. 

No definite norms have yet been established in the Western Pacific 
Region but it is highly likely that beds of all types in ratios of 
10-12/1000 in the more developed countries, 4-5/1000 in countries at 
an intermediate stage of development, and about 2/1000 in the less 
developed countries would be reasonable at the present time. 

7. THE HEALTH BUDGET AS A PROPORTION OF THE 
NATIONAL BUDGET AND THE PUBLIC HOSPITAL BUDGET 

AS A PROPORl'ION OF THE HEALTH B1DGET 

It is unfortunate that data which would enable a detailed 
comparison of all the countries and territories of the Region in terms 
of the above indices are not available. 

In terms of the health budget as a percentage of the national 
budget some interesting trends and comparison for the years 1964 and 
1969 are possible with some countries. Among the lesser developed 
countries, Fiji has been able to spend a high proportion of the national 
budget on health, 13.54% in 1964 and 11.65. in 1969. Japan over the 
same period showed a remarkable increase from l3.3jCin 1964 to 18.6% 
in 1969. In 1964, two countries at greatly different stages of socio
economic development spent nearly the same proportion of their national 
budget on health, namely, Mala:rsia, 6.3% and New Zeala_oo, 6.8%. By 
1969 Mala:rsia had increased health expenditure to 7.S!'· of the national 
budget but the equivalent proportion for New Zealand had fallen to 
4.~. The New Zealand figure would appear to indioate more efficient 
operation of the health services, erosion of the health services, or 
the two in combination. 

It is noteworthy that in 1969, in the two countries of the Region 
in which the Government asaumes the total cost of hospital care and 
hospital services, namely, Frenoh Polynesia and New Zealand, the 
hospital budgets absorbed ~7~ of the total health budget. Regret
tably, oomparable figures are not available for other countries and 
territories. 
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The hospital budget in many countries of the world for which 
reliable data are available is in the region of 70% of the total health 
budget, a clear indication of the need for countries to examine most 
critically the cost effectiveness and the cost benefit of those aspects 
of the hospital system in which these management tools can be utilized 
in relation to other systems of health care which exist or may be 
developed. 

8. THE FUNCTION OF THE HOSPITAL 

The function of the hospital system is implicit in the two 
definitions quoted in the first section of this paper. The first 
definition may be regarded as the ideal, the second as the basic and 
practical. 

Conditions and systems vary ~o much within the Region that it is 
possible to generalize on prInciples only, rather than on situations 
as they exist. 

The goal should b,' '"hat 1",o!;plC".i"ll systems be developed towards 
the ideal, namely "an int.e"ral part of a social and medical organization, 
the function of which is to provlde for the population oomplete health 
care, both curative and preventive, and whose outpatient services 
reach out to the family in its home environment; the hospital is also 
a centre for the tral"ning of health workers and for biosocia1 research".!!. 

In this respect some of the developing countries are fulfilling 
only the basic function at present, namely - "An institution that 
plovides inpatient accommodation for medical and nursing care"g/. In 
this latter group there is an excellent opportunity to lay the founda
tions of a system which will eventually evolve, as socioeconomic 
development and national health planning are developed, towards attain
ment of the ideal. 

Acoeptance of the principles of the concept of regionalization 
is almost certainly universal throughout the Region and many countries 
are developing their hospital systems at a local, intermediate and 
regional level with varying adaptations to suit 100al conditions. 

Many factors influence variations in details of the function of 
the hospital from country to country, for example, socioeconomic, 
cultural, the degree of development of extramural services, the degree 
of development of t.he rural health units or the general practitioner 
medical service and the role of the local authority. 
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In SOll8 countries of the Region .. hospi 'tal~ • hOe pural out
patients and specialist outpatients. and the patient baa free aocess 
without referral to the general outpatients whiob proTide. doctor of 
first oontaotoare to the IIIIbulant population. '1'b1. 18 particularly 
true of the develop1Dl countries. In other oCNntrles with a well
developed general praotitioner .e~oe. of whioh New Zealand is an 
eXAJlple. outpatients departments are specialized and patients are seen 
on referral on1J but dootor of tirst oontaot oare is available through 
the accident and emergency de~nts (oaaual ty departllents) for those 
who need care of this nature. 

Si.11&%'ly the pattern of preventive s.nioe. aft1lable from the 
hospital .Jllt. varie. oouiderably trOll oountry to oountry throushout 
the Repon. T ..... 1zaticm. tor eDIIPle • .., be 11ll1ted to BOG. Alter
natively a oa.prehensi". Nap ot t.Iun1zatioaa -1' be ade available. 
Some oountries do not otter a family planning servioe as part of the 
maternal and ch11d health •• nioe. available fro. the hospital. In 
others it is part of an integrated family health P!'OgraJIIIIe. 

Coordination between lnatitutional and extra-institutional health 
services to ensure continuity of individual care. and to relate pre
ventive and prOliotional health aotivities to ourative and rehabilita
tion care 1s one of the most challenging probleM with whioh health 
administrators have to deal. 

Various SystellS are applied in the Region to handle this question 
wholly or partly. In countries where hospital and district nursing 
services are well organized. as for example in Australia and New 
Zealand, district nurses take over when patients leave the hospital. 
Domiciliary medical care is being provided through referral to the 
personal pbJaician or through a home care programme organized by the 
hospital. 

In the public health field, partioularly in the MCH, paediatrios 
and tuberculosis control Progr&llllles. a two-way referral systell is being 
tested in the Pb1l.ipp1nes. The coordinating funotions are assured 
either by a llellber of the nurs1Dl services speoitioally in oharge of 
this work or by public heal. th nurses visi tins "the hoapi tal. 

Records syste.. vary oonsiderably throughout the Region. Broadly 
speaking. adequate records systems of two types are necessary - medical 
records of patient care and the business records of hospital management. 
With deficiencies in either syste. the epidemiology of patient oare 
cannot be studied nor can the costs of suoh oare be analyzed and one 
related to the other. Use of the International Cla •• ification of Diseases 
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is not yet universal throughout the public hospital systems of 
countries of the Region. Hospital-accounting in some oountries leaves 
much to be desired. Countr1es and territories are aware of defio1encies 
in these areas and it is noteworthy that some are taking steps to 
initiate improvement. The importanoe of hospital reoords within the 
overall system of vital and health statistios oannot be overemphasized. 
Developments in Member oountries could well be a sUbJeot for disoussion. 

The role of the hospital as a centre for teaching and researah is 
recognized throughout the Region. The degree of development in these 
respects, especially in teaching, tends to be related largely to the 
degree of sooioeconomio development of the countr,v but in researab it 
maybe related also to the enthusiasm of workers in a particular field. 
In the training of undergraduate medical personnel in particular it 
should be recognized that although over l~ of the population of a 
country may be admitted to hospital in a year, in the region of ~ of 
illness may be treated outside of the hospital. Progressive medical 
schools are exposing their students to the practice of community medical 
care by the general practitioner or rural health unit in addition to 
the highly specialized medioal care that is practised on the hospital 
inpatient. Discussion of the role of the hospital and the community 
in training could prove most fruitful. 

9. COSTS 

International comparison of oosts of hospital care can be extremely 
misleading and none will be attempted. However, some statements of a 
general nature can be made. In countries frOll which information is 
available the capital costs of hospital construction are increasing. 
The cost per occupied bed per day is increasing in individual countries. 
In countries which can supply the relative information the cost per 
patient treated is steadily increasing. 

Capital costs can be controlled by regional planning and the 
provision of facilities within an overall national plan combined with 
relating construction and design to function within the ooncept of 
progressive patient care. 

Salaries of staff are a major proportion of hospital costs in all 
countries; in many there can be rationalization by the training and 
employment of auxiliaries and, by following the prinCiple that no staff 
member should carry out a function for which he has not been trained, 
no staff member should carry out a function which a person with a lesser 
degree of training could carry out equally well. 
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In some countries more adequate bed utilization with increased 
bed occupancy is offsetting apparent needs for more beds. There is a 
tendency towards a shortening of the average duration of stay per 
patient treated without detriment to the standard of care. 

Strengthening of extramural hospital services, outpatient and 
rehabilitation services and the integration and coordination of 
hospital-based activities with the activities of those providing com
munity care can do much to lessen that hospital care which is most 
expensive, namely, inpatient care. 

10. WHO ACTIVITIES IN THE REGION 

The regional programme of assistance in this field varies greatly 
according to the needs of Member countries of which the most important 
determining factors are the degree of socioeconomic development, popu
lation, relative isolation and internal stability. 

Technical assistance to ministries deals primarily with hospitals, 
hospital-based activities and legislation related to them, namely 
hospital design and management, rehabilitation and related social 
security legislation within the broad field of medical services ad
ministration and the organization and delivery of health care. 

In the highly developed countries WHO assistance is usually limited 
to fellowships to enable nationals to observe trends and activities in 
these fields in selected countries throughout the world. 

In oountries at an intermediate or lower level of development, 
advisers or consultants may be asSigned to strengthen activities in the 
country while nationals are being trained overseas in specialized 
fields or alternatively advisory long-term staff may be assigned. In 
the latter instance, through local training combined with fellowships, 
the aim is to strengthen the organization of medical care and its 
delivery so that long-term advisory assistanoe from WHO will not be 
necessary beyond, for example, a five-year period. 

Countries that have been or are at war pose a special problem 
because of the needs in medical rehabilitation of oivilians and former 
military personnel. 

In the 1973 programme of assistance four countries have or will 
have advisers in the following fields: medical services administration, 
physical therapy, prosthetics and orthotics and organization of medical 
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care. Consultants are or will be provided to a number of countries in 
the following fields: physical therapy, hospital administration and 
management, medical rehabilitation and organization of medical care. 
A total of 18 fellowships in different organization of medical care 
fields have been awarded to nationals of six countries. 

In two countries of the Region, Laos and the Philippines, WHO is 
assisting in establishing coordination between hospital nursing and 
community nursing through assisted projects which are developing the 
general health services. 

A regional seminar on hospital design and management was held in 
Manila in 1971 and a regional project in the same field is planned to 
commence in 1973. 

11. WHO FUTURE ACTIVITIES IN THE REGION 

As with assistance in other areas of health and medical care, 
WHO activities will be aimed at responding to the needs of individual 
countries and territories in the field of hospital-based medical care. 
In view of the pressing needs of the basic health servioes and special 
programmes in many countries, by comparison, hospital and related care 
has tended to receive relatively little attention in the past. Special 
programmes are now being integrated with the basic health servioes 
both the quality and quantity of whioh are being steadily improved. A 
reasonably confident forecast is that an increasing amount of WHO 
assistance will be in the general area of hospital-based medioal care, 
particularly in view of the proportion of the national health budget 
which is spent on such care. 

In the more developed countries it is highly likely that activities 
will continue along present lines with the major emphasis on fellowships 
in highly specialized areas of which rationalization of national re
habilitation programmes, operations research into aspects of medical 
care and hospital and social security legislation are but a few examples. 

In those countries at an intermediate stage of socioeconomic 
development WHO activities are more likely to be of assistance in the 
form of consultants rather than the assignment of long-term advisers. 
There will almost certainly be a trend towards greater specialization 
both with the assignment of conSUltants and especially with the award 
of fellowships as is already the case with the more developed countries. 

Until such time as basic hospital medical care in those countries 
which are relatively underdeveloped can be strengthened through the 
return of fellows with sound generalist training, it is likely that WHO 

... 
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upon request. will assign either generalist advisers or alternatively 
specialist oonsultants in such areas as laboratory services and medical 
reoords. 

The most pressing needs in the immediate future in those countries 
ravaged by war are assistance in medical rehabilitation and the recon
struction of hospital and health centre facilities. 

In most oountries and territories of the Region there is a need 
for strengthening hospital administration and for rationalization of 
hospital and health centre architeotural design and supply and main
tenance of equipment. These needs have been recognized by the Regional 
Office. A regional seminar has been recently held on the former and 
an inter-country proJect is planned for the latter. WHO Headquarters 
in Geneva has also expressed interest in the latter area and a series 
of publications are planned. 

In summary. WHO activities in all aspeots of hospital systems oan 
be expected to inorease rather than diminish both quantitatively and 
relatively in relation to other areas of assistanoe in the health field 
and will evolve to meet the needs of individual oountries and territories 
of the Region as a whole. 
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Friday, 31 August 1973 

2.30 P.M. FIRST PLENARY SESSION 
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ANNEX IV 

1. Opening remarks by the Chairman of the Technical Discussions, 
Professor Cyril W. Dixon, Department of Preventive and Social 
Medicine, Medical School, University of Otago, Dunedin, 
New Zealand. 

2. Explanation of procedures (Document WPR/RC24/TD5) and guide
lines for group discussions (Document WPR/RC24/TD6). 

INTERMISSION 

FIRST SESSION OF THE THREE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Group A. 
Group B. 
Group C. 

English language 
English language 
English, French and Chinese languages 

Saturday, 1 September 1973 

9.00 A.M. SECOND SESSION OF THE THREE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Group discussions continued 

Monday, 3 September 1973 

9.00 A.M. CLOSING PLENARY SESSION 

Professor C.W. Dixon - presiding 

1. Presentation of summary report and conclusions 
2. General discussions 
3. Evaluation 

1 Issued as document WPRjRC24jrD4. 
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ANNEX V 

There will be three discussion groups with membership as shown in 
the attached schedule. Groups A and B will meet in Technical Discussion 
Rooms 1 and 2, respectively, and Group C in the Conference Hall. 

MEMBRES DES GROUPES DE DISCUSSION 

11 y aura trois groupes de discussion dont les membres sont indiques 
a l'annexe ci-Jointe. Les groupes A et B se reuniront respectivement dans 
les salles 1 et 2 des Discussions techniques, et le groupe C se reunira 
dans la salle de conference. 

1 
Issued as document WPR;RC24/TD7 Rev.l. 
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CHAIRMEN AND RAPPORTEURS 

GROUP A 

(Chairman) ................. Dr J.C. Thieme (Western Samoa) 
(Rapporteur) ••••••••••••••• Dr J. Nunn (United States of America) 

GROUP B 

(Chairman) ••••••••••••••••• Dr K.S. Chang (Republic of Korea) 
(Rapporteur) ••••••••••••••• Dr G. Choa (United Kingdom) 

GROUP C 

(Chairman) - 31 August 1973- Dr Anne-Laure Bourre (South Pacific 
Commission) 

(Chairman) - 1 September 1973 - Dr G. Blake-Palmer (Nn Zealand) 
(Rapporteur) ••••••••••••••• Dr T.J. Visouthiphong (Laos) 

PLENARY SESSION 

(Chairman) ................. 
(Rapporteur) ••••••••••••••• 

Professor C.W. Dixon (New Zealand) 
Dr R.W. Cumming (Australia) 



GROUP A/GROUPE A 

Dr Chen Hai-feng (China) 
Professor Shih Chen-hsin (China) 
Dr Chang Kuang-hua (China) 
Dr H.M. Franklands (Australia) 
Dr D. Singh (Fiji) 
Dr T. Saburi (Japan) 
Dr S.K. Mukherjee (Malaysia) 
Dr A.N. Acosta (Philippines) 
Dr S.H. Rhee (Republic of Korea) 
Dr S.K. Ahn (Republic of Korea) 
Dr M. Kumangai (United States of America) 

WPRjRC24/l'D8 
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Dr J .C. Thieme (Nestern Samoa) ••••••••••••••••• (Chairman) 
Dr R. Dickie (New Zealand) 
Dr J. Nunn (United States of America) ••••••••• (Rapporteur) 
Mr W. Hussey (United Nations and United Nations 

Development Programme) 

GROUP B/GROUPE B 

Dr R.W. Cumming (Australia) 
Dr R. Okamoto (Japan) 
Tan Sri Datuk (Dr) Abdul Majid bin Ismail (Malaysia) 
Dr H.J.H. Hiddlestone (New Zealand) 
Dr J.B. Pinheira (Portugal) 
Dr K.S. Chang (Republic of Korea) •••••••••••• (Chairman) 
Dr H.G. Lim (Singapore) 
Dr G. Choa (United Kingdom) •••••••••••••••••• (Rapporteur) 
Mr F.S. Cruz (United States of America) 
Dr M. Wainetti (Papua New Guinea) 
Dr J.C. King (United States of America) 
Mr A.H. Aslam (UNICEF) 

GROUP C/GROUPE C 

Dr J. Laigret (France) 
Professor A.S. Heangsun (Khmer Republic) 
Dr K. Han (Khmer Republic) 
Dr M. Samedy (Khmer Republic) 
Dr P. Phoutthasak (Laos) 
Dr T.J. Visouthiphong (Laos) •••••••••••••••• (Rapporteur) 
Dr Truong-Minh-Cac (Republic of Viet-Nam) 
Dr Pham-Van (Republic of Viet-Nam) 
Dr Nhan-Trung-Son (Republic of Viet-Nam) 
Dr G. Blake-Palmer (New Zealand) - 1 September 1973 - (Chairman) 
Dr J.L. Kilgour (United Kingdom) 
Dr L. Amarchande (Portugal) 
Dr Anne-Laure Bourre (South Pacific Commission) - (Chairman) 

31 August 1973 
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ANNEX VI 

GUIDELINES FOR THE TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS
l 

Issued as document WPR!RC24/rD6 Add.l. 
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(1) Community involvement: 

Can the public really determine the need for 
different kinds of medical care and the 
financial implications involved, 

(,) Does the change from payment. for medical care 
to state provision of medical care really 
provide a guarantee of effective determination 
of need? 

(3) Medical mana~pment: 

Where the mode of payment of medical, nursing 
and lay administrative staff is related to the 
number of beds of the hospital. the evaluation 
of services is seriously imraired. 

(4) The main reason for the misuse of hospital beds 
is due to the clinician't contempt for the 
efficient management of rRsources. 

(5) The cost and complexity of modern hospitals and 
the need for overall planning and utilization of 
resources means that they should be mainly 
financed from taxation. 

(6) The hospital medical and nursing staff has a 
very limited role in the prevention of disease. 

(7) In the regional concept of administration of 
health services the peripheral units of primary 
medical care (health centres) should mainly 
determine the type and extent of hospital based 
medical care. 

(8) In assessing the efficiency of medical care, 
especially hospital services, too much attention 
has been paid to the doctor's time and too little 
to the econemics of patient's time. 

(9) Except in very underdeveloped areas, basing primary 
care services on hospitals increases the cost of 
such services by the unnecessary use of x-ray, 
laboratory and pharmaceutical services. 
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ANNEX VII 

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS 

Thirty-four participants filled in questionnaires but all did 
not answer each question, hence a variation in the number of replies 
from 31 to 34. 
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EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

This questionnaire has been prepared for the purpose of making an assessment of the procedures and the results 
obtained from the Technical Discussions held in connexion with the Regional Committee. Information from the replies 
to this questionnaire will be useful in planning for the Technioal Discussions next year. The form is to be left 
unsigned and your suggestions, comments and frank criticism, would be appreciated. Kindly indicate your replies with 
a check under the appropriate boxes below and write your comments in the last oolumn. If the spaoe(s) is/are not 
adequate, further comments can be written on the baok of the page. Please cite the oorresponding item number. 

ITEM EVALUATION COMMENl' 

l. Did you consider the subject of the Technical Very Partly Not 
"Partly relevant - subj ect Discussion of relevance to your country relevant Relevant relevant relevant 

too wide." situation? Em II] IT] D 
34 

~. Did you receive the working papers and guide- More than Suffi- Not Not 
lines in sufficient time for reading and study sufficent dent sufficient received 
before coming to the RCM? 

[ll] ~ Q] 0 34 

~. Did you feel that the working papers were use- Very Partly Not 
ful in the plenary sessions and group useful Useful useful useful 
discussions? [!]] m:J m 0 34 

4. Was the technical discussion guide useful in Very Partly Not 
"But the guidelines could 
have been circulated 

pin-pointing the issues and channeling the useful Useful useful useful earlier." 
discussions at the group meetings? UQ] C!&I ITJ 0 

33 

5. Was your discussion group adequately consti- More than Ade- Partly Not 
tuted in terms of number and composition of adequate quate adequate adequate 
participants? []] mJ []] 0 34 
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ITEM 

Did you feel the group discussions permitted a 
balanced exposition of the topics discussed and 
exchange of views? 

Were the following sessions useful in the 
proper understanding and consideration of 
the subject: 

First plenary session 

Discussion group meetings 

Second plenary session 

Considering the limited time available for 
its preparation, did you feel that your group 
report adequately reflected the consensus 
arrived at during your group discussions? 

Did you feel that the final report adequately 
reflected the views and conclusions derived 
from the group reports? 

) , 

EVALUATION 

Well Partly Not at all 
balanced Balanced balanced balanced 

! 

[}] 1221 

Very 
useful Useful 

[2] [l] 

[ill m 
{ill o 

More than Ade
adequate quate 

OJ 1201 

I More than Ade
i adequate qua te 

i IUJ ~ 

w 
Partly 
useful 

IT] 

w 
D 

D 

Not 
useful 

D 

GJ 

D 
Partly Not 
adequate adequate 

Q] [1J 

Partly Not 
adequate adequate 

34 

34 

34 

31 

32 

[!] OJ 32 

... ',-

COMMENI' 

"Bi t limi ted in time." 
"Nell balanced. The range was good 

wi th perhaps a gap in m:i. ddl e range 
of development." 

"Partly balanced - Chairman had 
difficulty in controlling and 
leading discussions. 

First plenary session 
"Could usefully have been even 
shorter." 

Discussion group meetings 
"Too much time was spent in factual 
descriptions of situations in each 
country." 

"Partly useful - speeches from floor 
would have been useful." 

IIPartly useful - some comments from 
observers could have been useful." 

Second plenary session 
"Very useful but less time for first 
plenary and more time for second 
would improve." 

8. "Adequate insofar as points 
actually discussed." 

"Nas not .presen t." 
"Not adequate - there ~ 110 

consensus." 
19. "Adequate but can only comment in 

terms of Group C." 
"Partly adequate - additional points 
raised clarified issues." 
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ITEM EVALUATION 

10. Were you generally satisfied with the Very Partly 
organization and conduct of the Technical satis- satis- satis-
Discussions? factory factory factory 

!ill [ill GJ 

-
11. Did you feel that you personally derived new Much Some Little 

knowledge and acquired new insights from your 
participation at the meeting? [ill [ill OJ 

\. 

I 
Not 
satis-
factory 

D 34 

None 

ITl 34 

COMMENT' 

"Partly satisfactory - Some 
comments from the observers 
could have been useful." 

"I learned much in terms of 
special local problems." 
"Learned some - especially 
about the situation in 
China." 
"Some - relevant to other 
countries." 
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